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FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
JANUARY 22, 1998
CALL TO ORDER: 4:15 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
MEMBERS ABSENT: Tom Diamantes, Ishappa Huller, Robert Loreutz, Briau Reeder, and Betty Wilson.
MINUTES: Minutes of December 4, 1997, were approved as distributed.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair welcomed new senators to the senate. Chair reported on the following: l)meeting of Deans,
Directors, and President to discuss enrollment; and 2) senate actions returned included PG-5: Resoltuion on
Non-Discrimination had been rejected as well as the Resolution on Enforcement of Course Prerequisites and
PBSI Guidelines; Final Exam Schedule Resolution had been accepted.
Chair reported that President Eaglin would be addressing the Senate at the February 19th meeting.
VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
The Vice-President discussed the University Trust Fund Guidelines.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Communications

o

Committee is working on a Senate Connection.
Fiscal Affairs
Committee presented Budget Task Force - Alumni Relations Recommendations for a second reading.
Motion seconded and passed unanimously.
Professional Policies
Committee presented PAc-2: Promotion Review for a 1st reading.
ADJOURNMENT: 5:10 pm.

o

?llDate: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 10:18:32 -0500 (EST)
From: FACULTY SENATE <senate@morehead-st.edu>
To: JUDY LYNN CARPENTER <j.carpen@morehead-st.edu>
c:Jbject: Minutes - feb. 5

Minutes of Faculty Senate

Feb. 5 1998

Senators Absent: Don Applegate, Stacy Baker, Michael Biel, Christi
Bruening, Tom Creahan, Jane Ellington, Scott Erdo, Donna Everett, Deeno
Golding, William Grise, Robert Lorentz, Bruce Mattingly, Carol Nutter,
Shelby Shire, Deborah Tesch, Gordon Towell
Approval of Minutes:

Minutes of the Jan. 22, 1998 meeting were approved.

Chair Adams turned the floor over to President Eaglin who discussed the
following:
Retention of first semester freshmen is higher than average.
Reported on state funds for budget
-- We can count on the 14 million dollars for Breckenridge -"its a done deal".
-- Can expect a distance learning site in Hindman.
-- Can expect funds to complete Folk Art Center so University
will not be responsible for it any longer.
The faculty raise package should increase from 3 % to 5% by using
c:)nds generated fro~ faculty vacancy credits.
The budget will be brought to Board in Early spring:
Dr. Eaglin is making a commitment to balancing the budget, with all
excess dollars generated going into salaries.
Called on faculty to generate ideas of reaching high school
seniors in our service region.
Chairs Report:
Budget Priority Resolution :
Chair provided data to support the statements made in resolution.
Resolution passed unanimously
Resolution passed to have faculty sign a document supporting the budget
priority resolution. Executive Council was charged with developing the
signature page. Departmental faculty senators will obtain signatures
before the next BOR meeting.
viCe President's Report:
Dr. Moore asked what efforts have been made to sit down with
Qministration
and iron out problems. He voiced concerns about negative
methods in favor of more positive measures. Encouraged senate to allow
him a shot at solving problems.
Senate floor echoed their frustration about previous positive

measures. Senators did not feel that Budget priority Resolution was
overly negative.

c:)

Vice President commented that he recognized the frustration and
saw a lot of places where there were misplaced funds that could be used
to solve some of the issues the faculty had with University policy.
Examples included travel for inappropriate non-academic purposes.

Dr. Moore reported on the Trust Fund Proposals:
Received all recommendations from Planning committee.
He is hoping to encourage more collaboration between
departments and narrow proposals to approximately 1-3 for final submission.
Final proposal(s) will go before Board in May and to the
committee on Post Secondary Education in July.
Departments are reevaluating FEP's and must bring them into line
with PAC 27 by March 1.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Academic Policy: Report of survey on week long Thanksgiving break: 116
faculty against, only 72 faculty were in favor of one of the 5
alternative break options.
Discussion with Vice-President about the ignoring of Faculty Senate input
into academic calendar issues.
r-lair Adams stated that the Senate Constitution allows for the senate to
~ke recommendations about calendar issues. Twice the senate has
unanimously voted against a week long Thanksgiving break, twice we have
been ignored.
Dr. Moore stated that Faculty Senate would have a shot at making
recommendations regarding calendar issues.
communications: No Report
Evaluation:
Distribution of Faculty satisfaction Survey
Return to faculty senators By Feb. 19
Fiscal Affairs: No Report
Governance:
committee elections of Roma Prindle to Academic Standards and
Appeals Committee; Robert Grueninger to Research and Creative Productions
committee
Both passed unanimously

c:)

committee preference forms were distributed.

Professional Policy:
Pac 2 put up for a second reading
.,

~

Chair Patrick reported on several changes that had been accepted
as friendly amendments. PAc-2 will be updated on the website to reflect
these changes.

o

Friendly Amendment strike and change "open" to "secret" on lines
295, 327, 353, 370. Friendly amendment accepted.

Meeting Adjourned 6:07 p.m.
Submitted by Lynn Augsbach

o

o

o

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
FEBRUARY 19, 1998
CALL TO ORDER:

4: 12 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

SENATORS ABSENT: Laradean Brown, Robert Lorentz, Brenda Malinauskas, and Gordon Towell.
MINUTES:

Minutes passes as distributed.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
President Eaglin discussed the following:
1) Last years special session which ended with House Bill 1. This worked in our favor by moving all colleges to
95% formula funding. This resulted in 1.1 million dollars for us and all of it was put into salaries, giving us
the largest salary pool in the state.
2) Two pools of money. The first is a deferred maintenance pool. A quarter of a million dollars can be taken
out yearly. However, the money must be matched dollar for dollar. The other pool is the Program of
Distinction. This pool contains 850 thousand dollars and is also in a match sitoation.
3) Fourteen million dollars has been awarded for the renovation of Breckinridge.
4) Work is being done to move a 100 thousand dollar project through the Budget Committee in Fraokfort for the
purpose of runoing the Folk Art Center.
5) The Governor has decided to create five centers for post secondary education in Prestonsburg. This is to
bring together regional universities and local community and technical colleges. MSU will have at least
15,000 gross square feet of space in the new building. This will support distance learoing. There is a rumor
that the legislation is trying to do a similar building in West Liberty.

o

6) The Budget Priority Resolution had been received. It was noted that a four year project that began in 1992
and that was geared toward the same end was being completed. A group of faculty had been put together and
had come up with a plan to increase salaries. The four part plan dealt with equity, startiog salary, merit, and
higher amounts on promotions.
A lengthy question and answer session followed.

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Adams discussed the following:
1) The hearing on the Post Tenure Review Bill had been pulled. However, another bill dealing with this same
issue was in the process of being proposed.
2) It was reported that in the Deaos Council meeting registrar Ranvier reported that a stodents record would be
flagged if that stodent had not met the pre-requisities. It was also reported that they were working toward
pre-registration being done by faculty rather thao in the departments.

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-president Moore reported that off campus registration was up 10 %; 11 % FTE produced, which was up over the
last 6 years.
FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mattiugly reported that the Board would be meeting tomorrow. Committee would met at 9:00 am aod the full
board would be meeting at 11:00. ~e agenda included the 2nd quarter report and promotion and tenure.

o

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC POLICIES:
Resolution on Textbook Use in General Education Courses was presented for a first reading. Erin Hughey,
Stodent Government President, spoke in regard to this resolution. She noted that similar policies were in
effect at Eastern Kentocky University aod Murray State University.

,~

i;~~-..,

;,
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

6

The following committee nominations were presented and approved: Service Committee - Tom Kmetz,
Librarian; and Research and Creative Productions Committee - Grover Kearns, Business.

COMMUNICATIONS
No report
EVALUATION
Chair asked that Faculty Satisfaction Surveys be turned io.
FISCAL AFFAIRS
A handout on the Analysis of Funds Reverted to Fund Balance was distributed to the senate. Chair Nutter
reported that no decision had been made regardiog the use of the iosurance reserve. Chair reported that there
was over $240,000. io excess of the required balance.
PROFESSIONAL POLICmS:
Chair Patrick reported that there were some major changes io P Ac-2: Promotion Review and that a new copy
would be issued.
ADJOURNMENT: 5:57 pm

o

Q

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
MARCH 5, 1998

CALL TO ORDER: 4:11 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
MlNUfES: Minutes of February 19, 1998, were approved as distributed.
MEMBERS ABSENT: Lynn Augsbach, Yvonne Baldwin, Marcia Cooper, Andrew Curtis, Scott Erdo, Donna Everett, Deeno
Golding, Edie Hall, Lesia Lennex, Rohert Lorentz, and Phyllis Oakes.
CHAIR'S REPORT: Chair discussed the following:
1.

Two senate acHons had been returned.

A.

2.

20.6 - Budget Priority Resolution: was approved with the stipulation that a conunittee be formed with the help

of the Senate in order to develop a plan of action.
B.
21.6 - Committee nominations for the Service & Research and Creative Productions Committees.
Chair met with Francene Botts-Butler to review PG5: Affinnative Action.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mattingly discussed the following:

1.

The Board of Regents meeting:
A.

Tenure & Promotion & Educational and Sabbatical Leaves were approved.

B.

Third quarter fmancial report.

2.

Petition with 260 names supporting the Budget Priority Resolution passed by the Senate was displayed to the Board.

3.

Board of Regents will be having a preliminary meeting regarding the budget at 9:00 am on Wednesday, March 11th.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Professional Policies
PAc-2: Promotion Review was presented for a second reading. The following amendments were made:

1.
2.
3.

Senator Reeder moved to strike out lines 199 - 202 on page 5. This was accepted as a friendly amendment.
Senator Buck moved to add the following: Add back in line 199 and add 'Beyond the required terminal degree'.
Motion accepted as a friendly amendment.
Senator Rogers moved the following as a friendly amendment. 'Line 98 to put back attendance at professional
meetings'. The motion was not accepted.

4.
5.
6.

Senator Rogers moved to add back the wording in line 98 'attendance at professional meetings'. Motion seconded and
failed.
Senator Ellington moved to table the discussion at 5:30 pm and bring the policy back at the next full meeting of the
Senate. Motion seconded and passed.
Senator Buck made the following motion: .. Reword lines 103 and 104 to read: 3. Professional Service: Service to the
institution is recognized, evaluated, and expected to faculty desiring promotion to professor, and service to the
community is recognized and evaluated when such service is rendered in a professional capacity as a faculty member of
the University. -- After line 111 add: In the case of service to tbe community, only service that is rendered in a
professional capacity as a faculty member of the University shall be recognized.' Motion died for lack of second.

Academic Policies
The Resolution on Textbook Use in General Education Courses was presented for a second reading. Motion passed.
Communications

Senator Beil made the following report:
1.

The conunittee ask that everyone look at the Senate web site and make suggestions for expanding the infomlRtion

reported.

3.
4.

$350,000.00 for renovation of Lakewood Terrace
Next budget meeting will be April 21st.

Goyernance
The following resolutions were presented for a second reading and were unanimously passed:
1.
2.

3.

Atll1etic Committee Description
Other committee descriptions
a.
Graduate
b.
Research & Creative Productions
c.
Faculty Rights & Responsibilities
Committee nomination

A resolution on Professional Development Committee was presented for a first reading.
Professional policies
A handout regarding Post Tenure Review was presented

ADJOURNMENT:

5:29 pm

fOT

discussion purposes.

F,\CULTY SENATEMJNUTES
MARCH 5,1998

CALL TO ORDER: 4:11 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
I\f1NUTES: Minutes of February 19, 1998, were approved as distributed.
MEMBERS ABSENT: Lyrm Augsbach, Yvonne Baldwin, Marcia Cooper, Andrew Curtis, Scott Erdo, Donna Everett, Deeno
Golding, Edie Hall, Lesia Lennex, Robert Lorentz, and Phyllis Oakes.

CHAIR'S REPORT: Chair discussed the following:

1.

Two senate actions had been returned.
A.
20.6 - Budget Priority Resolution: was approved with the stipulation that a committee be formed with the help
of the Senate in order to develop a plan of action.
B.

2.

21.6 - Committee nominations for the Service & Research and Creative Productions Committees.

Chair met with Francene Botts-Butler to review PG5: Affirmative Action.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mattingly discussed the following:
1.

2.
3.

The Board of Regents meeting:
A.
Tenure & Promotion & Educational and Sabbatical Leaves were approved.
B.
Third quarter financial report.
Petition with 260 names supporting the Budget Priority Resolution passed by the Senate was displayed to the Board.
Board of Regents will be baving a preliminary meeting regarding the budget at 9:00 am on Wednesday, Marcb 11th.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
professional policies
PAc-2: Promotion Review was presented for a second reading. The following amendments were made:

I.
2.

Senator Reeder moved to strike out lines 199 - 202 on page 5. This was accepted as a friendly amendment.
Senator Buck moved to add the following: Add back in line 199 and add' Beyond the required terminal degree' .
Motion accepted as a friendly amendment.

3.

Senator Rogers moved the following as a friendly amendment. .. Line 98 to put back attendance at professional
meetings'. The motion was not accepted.
Senator Rogers moved to add back the wording in line 98 'attendance at professional meetings'. Motion seconded and

4.

5.
6.

failed.
Senator Ellington moved to table tbe discussion at 5:30 pm and bring the policy back at the next full meeting of the
Senate. Motion seconded and passed.
Senator Buck made the following motion: ' Reword lines 103 and 104 to read: 3. Professional Service: Service to the
institution is recognized, evaluated, and expected to faculty desiring promotion to professor, and service to the
community is recognized and evaluated when such service is rendered in a professional capacity as a faculty member of
the University. -- After line 111 add: In the case of service to the community, only service that is rendered in a
professional capacity as a faculty member of the Unive,rsity shall be recognized.' Motion died for lack of second.

Academic Policies
The Resolution on Textbook Use in General Education Courses was presented for a second reading. Motion passed.

Communications
Senator Beil made the following report:
1.

The committee ask that everyone look at the Senate web site and make suggestions for expanding the information

reported.

o

2.
3.

Administrative Action Charts for Chairs Patrick and Adams are now on the Web Site.
They are compiling procedures for posting on the Senate web site.

Eyaluation -- No report was given.

Fiscal Affairs
Chair Nutter reported the following:

1.

PreIiminary meetiugs with Augela Martiu.
A.
Projecting 3 % faculty and staff salary pool.
B.

Insurance Reserve suggestions:

1.
2.

180 thousand dollars according to Augela Martin
84 thousand dollars be used to off set the 10% January 1999 increase.

Goyernance - No report was given.

ADJOURNMENT: 5:49 pm

o

o

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
MAY?, 1998

o

CALL TO ORDER: 4:15 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
SENATORS ABSENT: Michael Biel, Marcia Cooper, Scott Davison, William Grise, Edie Hall, Robert Lorentz, and Shelby
Shires.

MINUTES: Approved as corrected.
CHAlR'S REPORT:
Chair Adams turned the floor OVer to Angela Martin, Director of Budgets and Management Information. A handout of the
preliminary operating budget was provided and discussed. Among the items discussed: The budget was balanced at tIus
time, however it was not flnal. Expenditures were going Up $865,000. All signillcant items in the budget were discussed. It
was noted that enrollment was down 2.41 %, and tuition rates for undergraduates in state would be going up 5.58% (making
tuition $1,135 per semester for a full time student). The two major areas regarding money were: $100,000. for vo tech for
capital non·reoccurring expenses and $150,000. distance learning for Hindman in reoccurring funds. A question and answer
session followed.

VICE·PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice·President Moore discussed the following: After commencement college receptions would be held ..Faculty were asked
to make sure they followed the flnal exam policy. Regarding PAc·2 it was noted that there were some signiflcant issues that
need to be looked at. The Vice-President was recommending that it not be accepted. A particular point of discussion dealt
with faculty who currently hold the rank of assistant professor. It was also noted that the Deans were only just getting the

o

PAc and were beginning to respond.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mattingly discussed the following: The Board of Regents meeting had been moved to June 2nd. A major budget
concern dealt with the difference of the salary pools between faculty and staff. The Regent felt another 1 % could be found
for staff raises from the fund balance. The Regent felt that by using $370,000. from tIus line they could increase the staff

raise 1 %, and it would only cost $150,000. to give an extra 1 % to salary.
Regent Mattingly presented a resolution to have faculty and statf raises the same. Motion seconded. Senator Lennex moved
to suspend the mles and vote on this resolution today. Motion seconded and failed. Since the matter would be irrelevant if
not voted on at this meeting, Regent Mattingly withdrew his motion.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies: Chair Baldwin provided a handout on Academic Honesty was provided, and reported that they were

working with the SGA on an Honor Code.
Communications: No Report
Evaluation: Chair provided and discussed a handout regarding the Service Survey.
Fiscal Affairs: The Graduate and Non~Traditional Shldent Housing Resolution was presented for a second reading. Motion
passed. The following resolutions were presented for a first reading: 1) Reversion of funds to Academic Departments; and
2) Employee Health Insurance Additions.

Governance: The Professional Development Comnuttee Resolution was tabled until the next meeting. Senator Rogers

o

moved to extend the meeting until the agenda was completed. Motion seconded and passed. Committee replacement
nominations were presented for vote. Motion passed.
professional policies: No Report

ADJOURNMENT: 6:03 pm.

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
MAY?,1998

CALL TO ORDER: 4:15 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
SENATORS

ABSENT:.,I;)~plegate,

~William

Michael Biel, Marcia Cooper, Scott Davison,
Grise, Edie Hall, Robert Lorentz, ~r, and Shelby Shires.

Deem)

MINUTES: Approved as corrected.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Adams turned the floor over to Angela Martin, Director of Budgets and Management
Information. A handout of the preliminary operating budget was provided and discussed.
Among the items discussed:
- the budget was balanced at this time, however it was not final
- expenditures were going up $865,000.
- all significant items in the budget were discussed
- enrollment was down 2.41
- tuition rates for undergraduates in state would be going up 5.58% (making tuition
$1,135 per semester for a full time student)
- $100,000. for vo tech for capital non-reoccurring expenses
- $150,000. distance learning for Hindman in reoccurring funds

'70

A question and answer session followed.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-President Moore discussed the following:
- Commencement
- Would be holding college reception afterward
- Ask that faculty make sure that they follow the final exam policy
- PAc-2
- there are some significant issues that need to be looked at
- he was recommending that it not be accepted
- a particular point of discussion dealt with faculty who currently hold the rank of
assistant professor
- Dean were only just getting the PAc and were beginning to respond
FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mattingly discussed the following:
- Board of Regents meeting had been moved to June 2nd
- Budget Concerns

o

- concerned with the difference of the salary pools between faculty and staff
- felt another 1 % could be found for staff from the fund bal.ance
- by using $370,000. from this line would raise the staff raise 1 %
- it cost $150,000. to give an extra 1 % to salary
Regent Mattingly presented a resolution to have faculty and staff raises the same. Motion
seconded. Senator Lennex moved to suspend the rules and vote on this resolution today. Motion
seconded and failed. Since the matter would be irrelevant if not voted on at this meeting, Regent
Mattingly withdrew his motion.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies:
Chair Baldwin provided a handout on Academic Honesty was provided, and
reported that they were working with the SGA on an Honor Code.
Communications: No Report
Evaluation:
Chair provided and discussed a handout regarding the Service Survey.

o

Fiscal Affairs:
The Graduate and Non-Traditional Student Housing Resolution was presented for a
second reading. Motion passed.
The following resolutions were presented for a first reading: 1) Reversion of funds
to Academic Departments; and 2) Employee Health Insurance Additions.
Governance:
The Professional Development Committee Resolution was tabled until the next
meeting. Senator Rogers moved to extend the meeting until the agenda was
completed. Motion seconded and passed. Committee replacement nominations
were presented for vote. Motion passed.
Professional Policies: No Report
ADJOURNMENT: 6:03 pm.

o

FACULTYSENATE~TES

o

JUNE 25, 1998

CALL TO ORDER:

4: 11 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

SENATORS ABSENT: Christi Bruening, Deborah Plum; Brent Rogers and Deborah Tesch.
~TES: Minntes

of May 7, 1998, were approved with corrections.

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Adams discussed the followiog:
1. Deans Couucil
a. The dates for grades to be submitted to the Registrar for Suuuner I has been exteuded one day.
b. Accordiog to next years calendar, Suuuner I will begin on May 17.
c. Suuuner I enrollmeut is down 250 studeuts.
d. SOAR attendance seems to be down this year.
e. Some money may be available this year for new:furniture in classrooms.
1. The EVPAA and the Deans are in the process of identiJYing rooms in which new :furniture is most needed,
2.. PAc-2 has been accepted by the administration.
3. A workshop involving COSFL members and CPE representatives was held in Frankfort on Juue 2. The strategic
agenda and implementation plan, and the Commonwealth Virtual University were topics of discussion.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

o

Vice-President Moore discussed the following:
1. PAc-2.
a. He felt that when dealing with a major document more time was needed by the deans in order to review proposed
changes.
2. Virtual University and goals for Fall 1999.
3. It was felt that no one was currently happy with PBSI as it stands.
FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mattingly reported on the Juue Board of Regents Meeting. Items discussed:
1. A report regarding the approval of the President's annuity plan.
2. He reported that the board unanimously reaffirmed it's commitment to bring faculty and staff salaries up to
benchmark and to make them t top priority.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Academic Policies· no report

Communication - no report
Evaluation - no report
Fiscal Affairs:

o

The following resolutions were uuanimously approved:
1. Reversion ofFuuds to Academic Departments
2. Employee Health Insurance Additions

Governance:
The followiog committee election results were reported:

l.

b

2.
3.

Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee - Roland Buck, BUS; Phyllis Oakes, EBS; Ron Morrison,
HUM; and Randy Ross, S&T.
Graduate Committee - Mesghena Yasin, BUS; David Olson, EBS; Robert Pritchard, HUM (ending 1999);
Lisa Mesa Giado, HUM (ending 2000); and Ahmad Zargari, S&T.
Planning Committee - Jack Peters, BUS; and Jay Flippin, HUM.

Professional Policies - no report
ADJOURNMENT: 4:51 pm

o

o

,
FACULTYSENATE~TES

July 16, 1998

o

"

CALL TO ORDER:

4:13 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

SENATORS ABSENT: LaradeanBrown, Lynne Fitzgerald, Lloyd Jaisingh, Lesia Lennex, Robert Lorentz, Bruce Mattingly,
and Carol Nutter.
MINUTES: Minutes of June 24, 1998, were approved with corrections.
CHAIR'S REPORT:

o

Chair Adams discussed the following:
1. Deans Council
a. Enrolhnent for Summer II was down 105 students from the Summer 11 oflast year
b. Soar attendance is up by about 300 plus and there are two more to go
c. Housing applications are up 143
d. Freshmen enrolhnent is up by about 460 students
e. The registrar is updating the computer system and making a web base
f
Students will have access without going through the deparhnents web page
2. Service Survey results were seut to President Eaglin
a. The four highest and four lowest issues were discussed
3. Chair reviewed the Senate ActionReportfor the 1997-98 year
4. PAc-2: Promotion Review
a. A handout with proposed editorial changes was presented for a first reading
b. It was noted that President Eaglin had approved the PAc as originally submitted by the Senate
c. Senator Reeder moved to suspend the rules and vote today. Motion was seconded and passed.
d. Senator Buck moved to accept the proposed changes. Motion seconded and passed unanimously
5. Discussion was held in regard to possible solutions in the Faculty Regent position
a. Possible solutions
I. Appointing an interim Faculty Regent
2. Allowing Regent Mattingly to fill both positions
3. Allowing Regent Mattingly to fill the Regent position for the September Board of Regents Meeting only
4. Running an inunediate election
5. The possibility of not having a regent
b. Senator Buck made the following motion:
I. To send a memo to President Eaglin asking the appointment of Bruce Mattingly serving as Faculty Regent at
the September Borad ofRegents meeting. If that is not appropriate, have the Faculty Senate appoint an
interim faculty regent for that one meeting so that time would be needed to conduct an election. Motion
seconded.
2. Senator Tuerk made the following as a friendly amendment to the motion:
A. Also ask the possible appointment of an interim until the next scheduled election.
B. The friendly amendment was not accepted.
3. Senator Patrick withdrew his second of the original Buck motiou
4. Senator Seth made a fdendly amendment to delete the second part. The motion was not accepted
5. Buck motion died for lack of second.
c. Senator Seth moved to write a memo to President Eaglin asking that he take to the board a reguest to allow Bruce
Mattingly to serve as the Faculty Regent for the September meeting only. This is to allow time for an election to
replace him. 'Motion seconded and passed.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

o

Vice-President Moore discussed the following:
1. AI Baldwin has been named Assistant to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and also Planning 'Officer
2. Bruce Mattingly has been appointed as futerim Chair of the Deparhnent ofPsychology
3. Robert Albert has been appointed as futedm Dean for the College of Business
4. BettY Regan has been appointed Interim, Chair of the Department of Information Sciences

5. The CP 2nd Execellency TrustFnnd for Eastern, Western, and Murray has been approved.
6. There will be a retreat August 7th for Deans and Department Chairs
a. Focus working with Department Chairs in the roll as personal manager
7. Academic Affairs has reverted funds to travel, supplies, telephone and equipment
a. It is felt that the greatest need be focused on the replacement of capital equipment
FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT: no report

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Academic Policies - no report
Communication - no report
Evaluation - no r!,port
Fiscal j\jfairs - no report

Governance - no report
Professional Policies - no report
NEW BUSINESS:
Revision to PG-22: Employment of Relatives, was presented for a flfst reading.

o

Senator Reeder discussed the issue of the Job Classification Appeals Committee.
a. The Senate will support whatever decision the Staff Congress comes up with
A plaque was presented to outgoing chair, Dr. Michael Adams. The gavel was presented to incoming chair Dr. Brian
Reeder.
ADJOURNMENT: 5:46 pm

o

Faculty Senate Minutes
August 20, 1998
Call to order:

4:09 pm; Commonwealth Room; ADUC.

Senators Absent: Stacy Baker, Carolyn Cogswell, Lloyd J aisingh, Charles Mackay, and Deborah
Plum.

Minutes:

Minutes ofJuly 16, 1998 were approved as distributed.

Chair Reeder turned the floor over to Dr. Bruce Mattingly, Department of Psychology Interim Chair.
Dr. Mattingly discussed the issues regarding his appointment as Interim Chair and the Faculty Regent
position. He informed the Senate of his decision to resign as Faculty Regent.

Elections:
Elections were held for the 1998-99 Faculty Senate Executive Council. Nominations from the
College of Business were: Roland Buck, Thomas Creahan, and Donna Everett. Nomations from the
College of Education and Behavioral· Sciences were: Edward Breschel, Lynn Haller, and James
Knoll. Nominations from the Caudill College of Humanities were: Michael Bie!, Scott Davison, and
Gordon Towell. Nominations from the College of Science & Technology were: William Grise',
Carol Nutter, and Brent Rogers. College Represenatatives elected were: Donna Everett, Business;
Lynn Haller, EBS; Scott Davison, HUM; and Carol Nutter, SlieT.
The remaining names were placed in contention for the two at-large positions. Senators elected to
serve on the Executive Council as at-large members were: Edward Breschel and William Grise'.
Election for the Chair resulted in the following removing their name from contingency as the ChairElect: Edward Breschel, Scott Davison, Donna Everett, William Grise', and Carol Nutter. Lynn
Haller was elected chair-elect by accumulation.

Business:
PG-22: Employment of Relatives was presented for a second reading. Senator Egan moved to table
the resolution to the Professional Policies Commitee for consideration of spliting the resolution into
two parts. Motion died for lack of second. Resolution passed.

Adjournment:

u

5:24 pm.

o

Faculty Seuate Minutes
August 20, 1998

4:09 pm; Commonwealth Room; ADUC.

CaIIto order:

Senators Absent: Stacy Baker, Carolyn Cogswell, Lloyd Jaisingh, Charles Mackay, and Deborah
Plum.

Minutes:

Minutes ofJuly 16, 1998 were approved as distributed.

Chair Reeder tomed the floor over to Dr. Bruce Mattingly, Department of Psychology Interim Chair.
Dr. Mattingly discussed the issues regarding his appointment as Interim Chair and the Faculty Regent
position. He informed the Senate of his decision to resign as Faculty Regent.

Elections:

o

Elections were held for the 1998-99 Faculty Senate Executive Council. Nominations from the
College of Business were: Roland Buck, Thomas Creahan, and Donna Everett. Nomations from the
College of Education and Behavioral Sciences were: Edward Breschel, Lynn Haller, and James
Knoll. Nominations from the Caudill College of Humanities were: Michael Biel, Scott Davison, and
Gordon TowelL Nominations from the College of Science & Technology were: William Grise',
Carol Nutter, and Brent Rogers. College Represenatatives elected were: Donna Everett, Business;
Lynn Haller, EBS; Scott Davison, HUM; and Carol Nutter, S&T.
The remaining names were placed in contention for the two at-large positions. Senators elected to
serve on the Executive Council as at-large members were: Edward Breschel and William Grise' .
Election for the Chair resulted in the following removing their name from contingency as the ChairElect: Edward BrescheI, Scott Davison, Donna Everett, William Grise', and Carol Nutter. Lynn
Haller was elected chair-elect by accumulation.

Business:
PG-22: Employment of Relatives was presented for a second reading. Senator Egan moved to table
the resolution to the Professional Policies Connnitee for consideration of spliting the resolution into
two parts. Motion died for lack of second. Resolution passed.

Adjournment:

o

5:24pm.

U

Faculty Senate Minutes
September 3, 1998

Call to order:

4: 13 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

Senators Absent: Carolyn Cogswell, Thomas Creahan, Todd McClain, Brenda Malinauskas, and
Betty Wilson.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice President Moore discussed the following: The Council of Post Secondary Education is
considering three proposals, which will all probably be recommended for approval. They are the BS
in Radiologic Technology; Masters of Education Administration; and the Trust Fund Proposal for a
Center of Excellent in Regional Analysis and Public Policy.
The Vice President answered a number of queries, including the suggestion that since WMKY has
been moved from Academic Affairs to Development, that the journalistic integrity of the news
programs may now be questionable.
The Vice President also reported that he will not be able to fund travel from his office, and that some
departments might want to be more discriminating in how they used travel dollars. He stated that we
have more travel funding for faculty development than most other institutions he is aware of.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Fiscal Affairs:

An organizational meeting had been held and officers elected.

Academic Policies:

The committee is revising the Academic Dishonesty Policy.

Evaluation:

Committee met and is determining tasks for the upcoming year.

Communications:

Committee goals and objectives were discussed. The Senate correspondence
will be most electronic in the future.

Professional Policies: Committee will be looking at how Fixed Term Faculty are compensated, and
post tenure review.

u

Governance:

Committee nominations were presented and passed.

Adjournment:

5:12 pm.

o

Faculty Senate Minutes
September 3, 1998

Call to order:

4: 13 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

Senators Absent: Carolyn Cogswell, Thomas Creahan, Todd McClain, Brenda Malinauskas, and
Betty Wilson.
VlCE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice President Moore discussed the following: Council of Post Secondary Education is considering
three proposals, which will probably be reconnnended. They are BS in Radio Technology; Masters
of Education Administration; and Trust Fund Proposal Int. Regional.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:

o

Fiscal Affairs:

An organizational meeting had been held and officers elected.

Academic Policies:

Committee will be looking at the Academic Dishonesty Policy.

Evaluation:

Committee met and are determining task for the upcoming year.

Communications:

A handout of connnittee task was provided.

Professional Policies: Committee will be looking at Fixed Term policies; and post tenure review.

o

Governance:

Committee nominations were presented and passed.

Adjournment:

5:12 pm.

o

FACULTY SENATE MUNUTES
SEPTEMBER 17,1998
CALL TO ORDER:

4: 15 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

MUNUTES: Minutes of August 20, and September 3, 1998, were approved.
SENATORS ABSENT: Don Applegate, Stacy Baker, Bob Grueninger, Edie Hall, Tom Klein, Brenda
Malinauskas, Cathy Thomas, A\1en Risk, Brent Rogers and Deborah Tesch.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder discussed the fo\1owing:
l. Committee nominations have been approved
2. Provided handouts regarding the Institute for Regional Analysis and Public Policy
3. Board of Regents subcommittees are to meet tomorrow from 9:00 am - noon; the full Board will meet at
1:00pm
4. IDEA forms have significant changes. The Evaluation Committee is looking at those changes.
5. The pre-requisite lock out for fa\1 may be going through
6. ACT comp exam

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

o

The vice-president discussed the following:
l. IDEA form changes
2. Commission of Post Secondary Education
3. Commonwealth Virtual Uuiversity

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies: No report
Communications: Senate web page is getting a new look.
Evaluation:

No report

Fiscal Affairs: No report
Governance:

No report

Professional Policies:
Resolution concerning fixed-termed faculty & flexibility was presented for a first reading.
ADJOURNMENT:

o

5:23 pm

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 17, 1998

CALL TO ORDER:

4: 15 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

MINUTES: Minutes of August 20, and September 3, 1998, were approved.
SENATORS ABSENT: Don Applegate, Stacy Baker, Bob Grueninger, Edie Hall, Tom Klein, Brenda
Malinauskas, Cathy Thomas, Allen Risk, Brent Rogers and Deborah Tesch.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder discussed the following:
1. Committee nominations have been approved
2. Provided handouts regarding the Institute for Regional Analysis and Public Policy
3. Board of Regents subcommittees are to meet tomorrow from 9:00 am - noon; the full Board will meet at
1:00 pm
4. IDEA forms have significant changes. The Evaluation Committee is looking at those changes.
5. The pre-requisite lock out for fall may be going through
6. ACT comp exam
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
The vice-president discussed the following :
1. IDEA form changes
2. Commission of Post Secondary Education
3. Commonwealth Virtual Uuiversity
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies: No report
Communications:
Evaluation:

Senate web page is getting a new look.

No report

Fiscal Affairs: No report
Governance:

No report

Professional Policies:
Resolution concerning fixed-termed facuIty & flexibility was presented for a first reading.
ADJOURNMENT:

5:23 pm

o

FACULTYSENATENUNUTES
OCTOBER 1, 1998
CALL TO ORDER: 4: 14 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
SENATORS ABSENT: Christi Bruening, Robert Grueninger, Dennis Karwatka, Carol Nutter, Cathy Thomas,
Brian Reeder, Brent Rogers, Deborah Tesch, Craig Tuerk, and Betty Wilson.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
A handout comparing Kentucky Regional Universities was provided and the data explained and discussed.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
Vice-president Moore discussed the following: 1) retention and graduation rates; 2) an ad hoc committee on
Faculty Compensation and Departmental Supply Issues has been formed; 3) a budget workshop for the deans has
been scheduled; and 4) the Masters of Education has been confirmed by the Commission of Post Secondary
Education.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies: no report

o

Communications:

The committee is working on guidelines for communicating. They will be posting all
second readings on the Senate web page.

Evaluation:

The committee is looking at and reviewing new evaluation forms.

Fiscal Affairs:

The comttee will be meeting with Angela Martin, Director of Budgets Management.
Open enrollment for insurance will be in November.

Governance:

The Faculty Regent election will be October 7th from 9:00 am - 4:00 pm in the Eagle
Meeting Room at ADUC. Faculty elected to the Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
Committee are: Cathy Thomas, HUM; and Robert Grueninger, EBS.

Professional Policies: Resolution concerning Fixed-Term Faculty and Pay Flexibility was presented for a
second reading. Motion passed.
ADJOURNMENT:

o

5:00 pm

o

FACULTY SENATE NUNUTES
OCTOBER 1, 1998

CALL TO OR,DER: 4:14 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC ..
SENATORS ABSENT: Christi Bruening, Robert Grueninger, Carol Nutter, Cathy Thomas, Breut Rogers,
Deborah Tesch, Craig Tuerk, and Betty Wilson.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
A handout comparing Kentucky Regional University academic quality was provided and the data explaioed and
discussed. Morehead State has the highest student:faculty ratio in the Commonwealth, and is average or below
average on other indicators of academic quality. We have the lowest percentage of faculty with terminal degrees
(64%, more than a staD.dard deviation below the.mean), and the lowest percentage of alumni giving (8%).
Despite extraordinary funding, faculty time, and student time devoted to recruitment and retention for 1997-98
returning and graud is the highest in the state next to uk and our freshman retention and 6-y graduation rate are
average according to USA Brochure. The number of full professors has dropped from a high of 89 in 1994-95
to 66 last academic year. The number offull-tune faculty have decreased from a high of341 in 1994-95 to 317
last academic year. Despite these losses, faculty have nearly doubled the amount of money they have brought into
the University through grants and contracts over the past 7 years--from 5.3 million dollars in 1991-92 to an
.
estimated 9.0 million.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

o

Vice-president Moore discUssed the following:
1) retention and graduation rates; 2) an ad. hoc committee on Faculty Compensation and Departmental Supply
Issues has been formed; 3) a budget workshop.for the deans is in the process of being scheduled; and 4) the
Masters of Education has been confirmed by the Board of Regents.
The vice-president also clarified that IDEA evaluations are not required by administrative policy. Faculty ouly
have to use IDEA if required by their departmental F acUIty Evaluation Plan.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Academic Policies: no report

o

Communications:

The cOlrunittee is workiog on guidelines for communicating. They will be posting all
second readings on the Senate web page.

Evaluation:

The committee is lookiog at and reviewing new evaluation forms.

Fiscal Affairs:

The committee will be meeting with Angela Martin, Director of Budgets Management.
Open enrolhnent for insurance will be in November.

Governance:

The Faculty Regent election will be October 7th from 9:00 am - 4:00 pm in the Eagle
Meeting Room at ADUC. Faculty elected to the Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
Committee are: Cathy Thomas, HUM; and Robert Grueninger, EBS.

Professional Policies: Resolution concerning Fixed-Term Faculty and Pay Flexibility was presented for a
.
second reading. Motion passed.
ADJOURNMENT:

5:00 pm

o

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
OcrOBER15,1998
CALL TO ORDER:
4:12 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes of September 17, and October 1, 1998, were approved with corrections.
SENATORS ABSENT: James Bogart, Mattie Burton, Susan Eacker, Donna Everett, William Grise', Tom
Klein, Charles MacKay, Cathy Thomas, and Stacy Volhners.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder noted that the new IDEA changes were posted on the Faculty Senate Webpage.
VICE PRESIDENTS REPORT (REPORT FROM AL BALDWIN):
Mr. Baldwin reviewed the NCAA Self study. Full report is available in library.
He also prepared a handout comparing MSU graduation rates with other Kentucky Universities.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Governance: Ballot for Graduate Faculty election from the College of Business was presented and
passed.
No report. The calendar for Fall was discussed.
Academic Policies:
Fiscal Affairs: Chair reported that connnittee had met with Angela Martin and had discussed budget
increases. Included were 2.8% operating budget increase and 4.4% increase in
undergraduate state tuition. A report on Health Insurance rates was also given.
No report. There was a lengthy discussion regarding the use of IDEA forms.
Evaluation:
5:47pm
ADJOURNMENT:

o
FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
OcrOBER 15, 1998
CALL TO ORDER: 4:12 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes of September 17, and October 1, 1998; were approved with corrections.
SENATORS ABSENT: James Bogart, Mattie Burton, Susan Eacker, Donna Everett, William Grise', Tom
Klein, Charles MacKay,. Cathy Thomas, and Stacy Volhners.

o

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder noted that the new IDEA changes were posted on the Faculty Senate Webpage.
VICE PRESIDENTS REPORT (REPORT FROMAL BALDWIN):
Mr. Baldwin reviewed the NCAA Self study. Full report is available in library.
He also prepared a handout comparing MSU graduation rates with other Kentucky Universities.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Governance: Ballot for Graduate Faculty election from the College of Business was presented and
passed.
No report. The calendar for Fall was discussed.
Academic Policies:
Fiscal Affairs: Chair reported that connnittee had met with Angela Martin and had discussed budget
increases. Included were 2.8% operating budget increase and 4.4% increase in
undergraduate state tuition. A report on Health Insurance rates was also given.
No report There was a lengthy discussion regarding the use of IDEA forms.
Evaluation:
ADJOURNMENT:
5:47pm

o

FACULTY SENATE NUNUTES
OCTOBER 15, 1998

CALL TO ORDER:

4:12 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

MINUTES: Minutes of September 17, and October 1, 1998, were approved with corrections.
SENATORS ABSENT:. James Bogart, Mattie Burton, Susan Eacker, Donna Everett, William Grise', Tom
Klein, Charles MacKay, Cathy Thomas, and Stacy Volimers.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder discussed the following:

l. New IDEA Forms were posted on the Senate Webpage.
2. Workshops for the Ad hoc committee on salary were being planned.
REPORT FROMAL BALDWIN:
The followillg was discussed:

o

NCAA
l. Self study. Full report at reserve desk ill library.
2. Operatillgprinciples criteria used to measure university compliance.
3. Reconnnendations.
Accountability
1. A handout comparing MSU graduation rates with other Kentucky Universities.
COMNUTTEE REPORTS:
Governance:

Nomination ballots for Graduate Faculty election from the College of Business was
presented and passed.

Academic Policies: No report. Discussion regarding the calendar for Fall was discussed
Fiscal Affairs: Chair reported that committee had met with Angela Martin and had discussed budget
increases. mcIuded were 2.8% operatillg budget illcrease and-4.4% increase in
undergraduate state tuition. A report on Health msurance rates was also given.
Evaluation:
ADJOURNMENT:

o

No report. A lengthy discussion regarding IDEA forms was conducted.
5:47 pm

o

FACULTY SENATE NUNUTES
November 5, 1998
CALL TO ORDER:

4:16 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

SENATORS ABSENT: Christi Bruening, Mattie Burton, Marcia Cooper, Buford Crager, Rita Egan, Bob
Grueninger, Edie Hall, Dennis Karwatka, Lesia Lennex, Brenda Malinauskas, and Susanne Rolland.
VICE PRESIDENTS REPORT (Dr. Connick, Commonwealth Virtual University)
Dr. George Connick, CPE, presented and explained a handout summarizing the Commonwealth Virtual
University.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder discussed the COSFL meeting and possible options for the use of excess:funds from Health
Insurance. Each faculty and staff member will receive a $291. 00 "rebate" either as salary, or in a Flexible
Spendiog account for health care. All faculty and staff will get free use of the Wellness Center and get a free
wellness assessment and presciption.
REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mitchelson brought the Senate up-to-date on the status of the Salary Committee. The committee will be
allowed to look for :funds outside of Academic Affairs.

o

COMNUTTEE REPORTS:
Governance
Committee presented revision for the Institutional Review Board for Protections of Human Subjects in Research
for a first reading.
The following committee nominations were passed: Honors Committee - Jack Henson, BUS; Intercollegiate
Athletic Committee - Larry Cowart, BUS; and Library Committee - Clara Keyes LIB.
It was announced that James Bogert won the Graduate Committee election for the College of Business.
Professional Policies
Committee informed body of the new Technology Policy and suggested everyone review the document and send
suggestions to the committee.
Fiscal Affairs
Resolution regardiog phase-Ill of the Bell Tower was presented for a first readiog.
A report from the Employee Benefits Committee consisted of infonning the body that Bone Density Testiog was
now covered under MSU's policy.

o

Academic Policies
Revised Academic Honesty Policy for MSU was presented for a first reading.
ADJOURNMENT:

5:30pm

o

FACULTYSENATENUNUTES
November 5, 1998
CALL TO ORDER:

4:16 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

SENATORS ABSENT: Cbristi Bruening, Mattie Burton, Marcia Cooper, Buford Crager, Rita Egan, Bob
Grueninger, Eelie Hall, Dennis Karwatka, Lesia Lennex, Brenda Malinauskas, and Susanne Rolland.
VICE PRESIDENTS REPORT (Dr. Connick, Commonwealth Virtual University)

Dr. George Connick, CPE, presented and explained a handout summarizing the Commonwealth Virtual
University.
CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder discussed the COSFL meeting and p~ssible options for the use of excess funds from Health
Insurance. Each faculty and staff member will receive a $291.00 "rebate" either as salary, or in a Flexible
Spending account for health care. All faculty and staff will get free use of the Wellness Center and get a free
wellness assessment and presciption.
REGENT'S REPORT:
Regent Mitchelson brought the Senate up-to-date on the status of the Salary Committee. The committee will be
allowed to look for funds outside of Academic Affairs.

o

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Governance
Committee presented revision for the Institutional Review Board for Protections of Human Subjects in Research
for a first reading.
The following committee nominations were passed: Honors Committee - Jack Henson, BUS; Intercollegiate
Athletic Committee - Larry Cowart, BUS; and Library Committee - Clara Keyes LIB.
It was announced that James Bogert won the Graduate Committee election for the College of Business.

Professional Policies
Committee informed body of the new Technology Policy and suggested everyone review the document and send
suggestions to the committee. .
Fiscal Affairs
Resolution regarding phase-ill of the Bell Tower was presented for a first reading.
A report from the Employee Benefits Committee consisted of informiug the body that Bone Density Testing was
now covered under MSU's policy.

o

Academic Policies
Revised Academic Honesty Policy for MSU was presented for a first reading.
ADJOURNMENT:

5:30pm

FACULTY SENATE MUNUTES

o

November 19, 1998

Senators absent: Thomas Creahan, Rita Egan, Scott Erdo, Lloyd Jaisingh, Deborah Plum (Thomas), Betty Wilson.
Call to order: Meeting was called to order by Faculty Senate Chair, Brian Reeder, at 4: 15 p.m.
Minutes: Minutes of the November 5, 1998, meeting were approved.
Chair's Report: Chair Reeder deferred his report to the Faculty Regent.
Faculty Regent's Report:
Regent Mitchelson reported on his first Board of Regents Meeting, as follows:

u

1. Academic Affairs: Overall enrollment is up by 0.7%; credit hours are down 0.8%. May see some added
advising andlor improved advising.
2. Distaoce Learning SACS Review: Positive in view of attempt to provide access to students. Encouraged
MSU to put more planning into the effort.
3. Program of Distinction: Number of points need to be addressed, specifically Political Science needs to be in
program.
4. WelIness Program: $291 per person will be distributed across the board; the choice is whether to put the
amount back into the health care pool or receive a lump sum cash payment. Discussion was generated about
the $50,000 taken from the excess that will pay for memberships in the WelIness Center and flu shots.
Wellness Center memberships are worth $180 per year; free membership and access is being provided
regardless of whether the membership is used. Carol Nutter, chair of the Fiscal Committee, made the points
that the administration knew there would be complaints about this issue, but it is has been proven that using
welIness programs do reduce insurancelhealth costs. An additional note: The swimming pool hours and
water temperature also have been improved.
5. Student Life: Sprinkler installation in dormitories may have an effect on student housing fees. The SGA
President made a plea from the SGA to minimize costs of sprinkler fees on students.
Vice President's Report:
Vice-President Moore reported on the following:

1.

CPE: The BS in Rad Tech was approved to go into effect in fall 1999; the M.Ed. in Administration was
approved aod will go into effect in Jaouary 1999.
2. Dr. George Connick and the CVU: Five faculty members from MSU participated in a symposium at UKwith staoding room only attendance.
3. Vice President Moore reported on the positive report from SACS-and referred to the Faculty Regent's
comments.
4. NCATE: The College of Education and Behavioral Sciences received a positive report from the NCATE
Reaccredidation Review; some secondary programs were mentioned for possible citation, but were not
cited. The Board of Review from NCATE provided administrative suggestions.
5. Carnegie Campus Program Focusing on teaching: 35 faculty and administrators attended the first meeting of
this group which will focus on enhancing the role of teaching in the entire campus process and enhancing
the learning of the student. Moore reported that this program could have impact down the road related to
teaching in the PBSI and promotion process. Also may impact collaboration with other institutions aod grant
funding.

1.

2.

Second reading for the IRE resolution. Discussion ensued around the need for no term limits;
Senator Haller reported on the complexity of the federal regulations needed to participate
effectively on this committee. Also, Carole Morella had requested this change because of the time
involved for members to "get up to speed" in learning the regulations. After the question was
called, the resolution passed.
First reading: Professional Development Committee restructure. Senator Haller called attention to
the underlined changes which limit the number, term limit, and role of the student members; two
tenured faculty members from each college; how the Distinguished Teacher shall be selected; the
generation of a list of professional development activities for faculty members; and the number of
members that constitute a quorum on the committee. Email any changes to Senalor Haller.

Evaluation:
First reading: Resolution to use the IDEA form for instructors' to improve their own teaching rather
than as a tool for institutional evaluation of instructional quality.
.
Professional Policies:
First reading: PG-55: Technology Security. Copies of the proposed Technology Security policy were
provided by Beth Patrick from IT. The committee recommends the policy as presented, since Beth
Patrick and Gary Vanmeter attended a meeting of the committee and appeared to be open to suggestions
for improving the document. Senators were encouraged to invite colleagoes to view the policy on the IT
website. Beth Patrick will be present at the December 3, 1998, Senate Meeting to answer questions.
Come with suggested recommendations.
Fiscal Affairs:
Second reading: Bell Tower Plaza. After a short discussion, the question was called and the resolution
passed.
Senate Rolland read a letter to President Eaglin that is being circulated, along with a petition,
concerning the landscaping around the Bell Tower and whether it is in violation of the Olmsted plan
which resulted in the desigoation of the National Historic District. Senators were encouraged to obtain
a copy of both the letter and the petition to share with colleagoes.
Academic Policies:
Second reading: Academic Honesty Policy. Two friendly amendments were
made to the original policy, as follows:
A. Delete the second paragraph that originally read: "Faculty members are expected 10 remind
students of this code. Faculty members are also expected to include in their course syllabi
specific procedures for dealing with acts of dishonesty, and specific penalties for these acts. "
The amendment was accepted by the committee members.
B. Under #2 in the disciplinary actions: The last sentence: "If a sanction is imposed on the
student, then the faculty member is expected to:" was moved to the beginning of #3 to bring
the numbered items in parallel format. The committee members accepted the amendment.
C. After discussion the resolution was passed.
New business: Chair Brian Reeder congratulated Senator Grise's department on its recent accreditation.
Adjournment: 5:19 p.m.

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES

o

November 19, 1998

Senators absent: Thomas Creahan, Rita Egan, Scott Erdo, Lloyd Jaisingh, Deborah Plum (Thomas), Betty Wilson.

Call to order: Meeting was called to order by Faculty Senate Chair, Brian Reeder, at 4: 15 p.m.
Minutes: Minutes of the November 5, 1998, meeting were approved.
Chair's Report: Chair Reeder deferred his report to the Faculty Regent.
Faculty Regent's Report:
Regent Mitchelson reported on his first Board of Regents Meeting, as follows:

1. Academic Affairs: Overall enrolhnent is up by 0.7 %; credit hours are down 0.8 %. May see some added
2.
3.
4.

~\
5.

advising andlor improved advising.
Distance Learning SACS Review: Positive in view of attempt to provide access to students. Encouraged
MSU to put more planning into the effort.
Program of Distinction: Number of points need to be addressed, specifically Political Science needs to be in
program.
Welloess Program: $291 per person will be distributed across the board; the choice is whether to put the
amount back into the health care pool or receive a lump sum cash payment. Discussion was generated about
the $50,000 taken from the excess that will pay for memberships in the Welloess Center and flu shots.
Welloess Center memberships are worth $180 per year; free membership and access is being provided
regardless of whether the membership is used. Carol Nutter, chair of the Fiscal Committee, made the points
that the administration koew there would be complaints about this issue, but it is has been proven that using
welloess programs do reduce insurancelhealth costs. An additional note: The swiunning pool hours and
water temperature also have been improved.
Student Life: Sprinkler installation in dormitories may have an effect on student housing fees. The SGA
President made a plea from the SGA to miDimjze costs of sprinkler fees on students.

Vice President's Report:
Vice-President Moore reported on the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

l

}-

CPE: The BS in Rad Tech was approved to go into effect in fall 1999; the M.Ed. in Administration was
approved and will go into effect in January 1999.
Dr. George Connick and the CVU: Five faculty members from MSU participated in a symposium at UKwith standing room only attendance.
Vice President Moore reported on the positive report from SACS-and referred to the Faculty Regent's
comments.
NCATE: The College of Education and Behavioral Sciences received a positive report from the NCATE
Reaccredidation Review; some secondary programs were mentioned for possible citation, but were not
cited. The Board of Review from NCATE provided administrative suggestions.
Camegie Campus Program Focusiog on teaching: 35 faculty and administrators attended the first meeting of
this group which will focus on enhanciog the role of teaching in the entire campns process and enhancing
the learning of the student. Moore reported that this program could have impact down the road related to
teaching in the PBSI and promotion process. Also may impact collaboration with other institutions and grant
fundiog.

1.

2.

Second reading for the IRB resolution. Discussion ensued around the need for no term limits;
Senator Haller reported on the complexity of the federal regulations needed to participate
effectively on this committee. Also, Carole Morella had requested this change because of the time
involved for members to "get up to speed" in learning the regulations. After the question was
called, the resolution passed.
.
First reading: Professional Development Committee restructure. Senator Haller caIled attention to
the underlined changes which limit the number, term limit, and role of the student members; two
tenured faculty members from each college; how the Distinguished Teacher shall be selected; the
generation of a list of professional development activities for faculty members; and the number of
members that constitute a quorum on the committee. Email any changes to Senator Haller.

Evaluation:
First reading: Resolution to use the IDEA fomi for instructors' to iruprove their own teaching rather
than as a tool for institutional evaluation of instructional quality.
Professional Policies:
First reading: PG-55: TeChuology S~urity. Copies of the proposed Techuology Security policy were
provided hy Beth Patrick from IT. The committee recommends the policy as presented, since Beth
Patrick and Gary Vanmeter attended a meeting of the committee and appeared to he open to suggestions
for improving the document. Senators were encouraged to invite colleagues to view the policy on the IT
website. Beth Patrick will be present at the December 3, 1998, Senate Meeting to answer questions.
Come with suggested recommendations.
Fiscal Affairs:
Second reading: Bell Tower Plaza. After a short discussion, the question was called and the resolution
passed.
Senate Rolland read a letter to President Eaglin that is being circulated, along with a petition,
concerning the landscaping arouitd the Bell Tower and whether it is in violation of the Olmsted plan
which resulted in the designation of the National Historic District. Senators were encouraged to obtain
a copy of both the letter and the petition to share with colleagues.
Academic Policies:
Second reading: Academic Honesty Policy. Two friendly amendments were
made to the original policy, as follows:
A. Delete the second paragraph that originally read: "Faculty members are expected to remind
students of this code. Faculty members are also expected to include in,their course syllabi
specific procedures for dealing with acts of dishonesty, and specific penalties for these acts. "
The amendment was accepted by the committee members.
B. Under #2 in the disciplinary actions: The last sentence: "If a sanction is iruposed on the·
student, then the faculty member is expected to:" was moved to the beginning of #3 to bring
the numbered items in parallel format. The committee members accepted the amendment.
C. After discussion the resolution was passed.
'
New business: Chair Brian Reeder congratulated Senator Grise~s department on its recent accreditation.
Adjournment: 5:19 p.m.

()
\~~

FACULTYSENATE~NUTES

o

DECEMBER 3, 1998
CALL TO ORDER:

4:15 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

SENATORS ABSENT: Don Applegate, Joy Gritton, Lynn Haller, James Knoll, Ron Mitchelson, Allen Risk,
Deborah Tesch, Stacy Vollmers, and Betty Wilson.
~NUTES:

Minutes of November 19, 1998 were approved.

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder reported the following:

l. There will be no Senate meeting on December 17,1998.
2. Chair reported on graduation rates of athletics.
3. Senate actions returned from the President:
A. 5.7 - Committee assignments -- approved
B. 6.7 -lRB Committee changes - approved
C. 7.7 - Bell TowerlPlaza Project Resolution - approved with stipulations
D. 8.7 - Academic Honesty Policy - approved
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

o

Beth Patrick, Assistant Vice-President of Information Technology, presented a program and gave a status report
regarding the year 2000.
Vice-President Moore reported the following:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Teacher Education Council meeting with the President. Trying to address the K-12 education in Kentucky.
IDEA.
Remind faculty that the final exam schedule should be followed.
Fall schedule has been received. It is a duplication oflast years.
There will be 3 summer school sessions. May 17-June 11 for undergraduate; June 14-July 9 for both graduate
and undergraduate; and July 12-30 for graduate students.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Governance
The Professional Development Committee revisions was tabled by the committee. The following committee
nominations were approved: Debbie Grubb, Academic Program Undergraduate Curriculum.
Evaluation
The IDEA resolution was presented for a second reading. Passed unanimously.

o

Professional Policies
PG-55: Technology Security was presented for a second reading. Passed.
ADJOURNMENT: 4:58 pm

o

FACULTYSENATENUNUTES
DECEMBER 3, 1998
CALL TO ORDER:

4: 1.5 pm; Riggle Room; ADUC.

SENATORS ABSENT: Don Applegate, Joy Gritton, Lynn Haller, James Knoll, Ron Mitchelson, Allen Risk,
Deburah Tcsch, Stacy Vollmers, and Betty Wilson.
NUNUTES:

Minutes of November 19,1998 were approved.

.....

CHAIR'S REPORT:
Chair Reeder reported the following:
1. There will be no Senate meeting on December 17, 1998.
2. Chair reported on graduation rates of athletics.
3. Senate actions returned from the President:
A. 5.7 - Committee assignments -- approved
B. 6.7 -lRB Committee changes - approved
C. 7.7 - Bell TowerlPlaza Project Resolution - approved with stipulations
D. 8.7 - Academic Honesty Policy - approved

VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

o

BelhPatrick, Assistant Vice-President of Information Technology, presented a program and gave a status report
regarding the year 2000.
Vice-President Moore reported the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Teacher Education Council meeting with the President. Trying to address the K-12 education in Kentuck:y.
IDEA.
Remind faculty that the final exam schedule should be followed.
Fall schedule has been received. It is a duplication oflast years.
C'"
There will be 3 summer school sessions. May 17-June 11 for undergraduate; June 14-July 9 for both graduate
and undergraduate; and July 12-30 for graduate students.

COMNUTTEE REPORTS:
Governance

The Professional Development Committee revisions was tabled by the committee. The following committee
nominations were approved: Debbie Grubb, Academic Program Undergraduate Curriculum.
Evaluation
The IDEA resolution was presented for a second reading. Passed unanimously.
Professional Policies

o

PG-55: Technology Security was presented for a second reading. Passed.
ADJOURNMENT: 4:58 pm
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 19.6

Q

-

--~
.. ~

I.

MOTION: Committee nominations: Academic Standards and Appeals - Roma Prindle; Research &
Creative Production - Robert Grueniuger

Attachments:

Date Passed By the Senate

'J./",Iqf(;
Date

11.

2/5/98

~I'

-

Ag;;atfuOe;H'IlCUlty Senate Chair

ACTION:

President

,c:. Ipersonnel
concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
concerned to implement this motion.
B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through Uuiversity channels. I will seek this approval.

c.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

ill.

Sign ture of

~12~j
--1/;;f!f-1

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************'
PLEASERETURNORIGlNAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UFO 1021

o

NO. 20.6

I.

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

MOTION: Budget Priority Resolution

Attaclunents: 1

Date Passed By the Senate

Qilo/9g
"Date

ll.

2/5/98

~,e:1
'SIgnature of Faculty ·Senate Chair

ACTION:

VP COMIWENTS:

I concur with the "goals & objectives" in the resolution because (1) they
are consistent with those of the President and administration and (2) I am in the process of
developing a "systematic plan" to said ends. However, I do not concur with several of the
"whereas II statements upon which the resolution is based because they are irrelevant,
inappropriate or both~
'i

'Y/1yl iJ

'

President

0

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, reqnires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

r).

D.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *
I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

111.

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************

o

PLEASERETlJRN OJUGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPO 1021

ADMINlSTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 21.6
1'\,

lC

~-

'\l~'

j

{

I

I.

i.

MOTION: Committee nominations -- Service Committee: Tom Kmetz, Librarian; Research & Creative
Productions Committee: Grover Kearns, Business

Attachments:

Date Passed By the Senate -""-'~~-I+-T"'Signature of Faculty Senate
II.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

I

JIAf'f wi hO""";"""f>-i 'OV-$- _",J.
~~I)-b/~~

President

A.Z;Z

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, reqnires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

m.

/,. 2 -9
Date

r

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate~s acceptance
of the stipulations.
Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

********•••*.***************************************************0****************************

o

PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPO 1021
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FACULTY SENATE AGENDA - FEBRUARY 19,

o

1.
2.
3.
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FACULTY SENATE ATTENDANCE SHEET
MEETING
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~ : VOLLMERS, STACY
WILSON, BETTY

£)1.

J~~

NOMINATIONS FOR FACULTY OR STAFF
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

The Service Committee requests nominations by 4 p.m., M arch 2, 1998, for the 1997-1998
Distinguished Service Award.
Any full-time' MSU faculty member as defined by PG-2, page 1, statement 1 (University
Personnel Manual)' * can be nominated.
Any full-time--' MSU staff member as defined by PG-2, pages 1 and 2, statement 2,3, and 4
(University Personnel Manual) -,- , can be nominated.
Service may include, but not limited to the following:

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Service as an official representative of the university.
Sponsorship or advisor of University approved extracurricular activities.
Participation on Department, College and University ad hoc and standing committees.
Coordination of and participation in workshops, conferences, clinics, in-service and
special events.
Development of non-research proposals.
Development of relations/partnerships with external groups (business, civic, education
and government).
Service which enhances Morehead State University and is rendered as a citizen, not as
a representative of the University (e.g. Little League Coach, American Cancer Society
volunteer, captain of American Heart Association Walk-A-Thon team, etc.).

Nominations may be made by any member inside or outside the university community.
ALL NOMINA TIONSINOMINATORS SHALL REMAIN ANONYMOUS. A
nomination should include: the name and address of the nominee, along with a brief one-page
letter explaininf( how the nominee meets the criteria. Nominations should be submitted to:
Chairperson. Service Committee. Morehead State University, UPO Box 2461, Morehead, KY
40351 - 1689.
Each Recipient of the Distinguished Service Award will receive a $2500 award (gross dollars) .
The presentation of the award will be part of the University' s spring Commencement exercise.

•
"

'"

*** *

Reference: PG-3, statement 1, University Personnel Policy Manual.
Those individuals whose primary responsibility is teaching and who are qualified
for the titles of Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor or Instructor.
Reference: PG-2, statement I, University Personnel Policy Manual
The individuals whose primary responsibility is NOT teaching.

MARCH 26, 1998
4 : 10 PM - RIGGLE ROOM - ADUC

y.
II.

III.

IV.
V.
VI.

VII .

CALL TO ORDER
CONSIDEARTION OF MINUTES OF MARCH 5, 1998
CHAIR'S REPORT
VICE-PRESIDENT'S REPORT
FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT
COMMITTEE REPORTS
A.
ACADEMIC POLICIES
B.
COMMUNICATIONS
C.
EVALUATION
D.
FISCAL AFFAIRS
E.
GOVERNANCE
F.
PROFESSIONAL POLICIES
1.
PAC-2: PROMOTIONAL REVIEW - 2ND READING
ADJOURNMENT
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MEETING_
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.ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 22.6

o
I.

o

MOTION: Resolution on Textbook Use in General Education Courses

Attaclnnents: 1

Date Passed By the Senate

¥:!:9
II.

3/5/98

_~te

ACTION:
VPCOMMENTS:;;: ~

.

~{rh..pw.yf

Chair

JQIA'l~/
~'3/lblr;8

President

o

A.

{2' I

concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

ill.

o

S

J/:n!t8-

__________ ------0____ 0

Date
*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.
Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

o

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
lJl'O 1021
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FACULTY SENATE ATTENDANCE SHEET
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I.

MOTION: PAc-2: Promotion Review

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 3/26/98

LJ.Ji6J:La .
Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

Date

n.

ACTION:
VPCO~NTS:

See attached comments corresponding to notations on attached

PAc-2 document.

~
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President

A.

~

I concur with the motion of the Senate and herehy direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

m.

~!
Date

*A rnotionaccepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

o

Signature of FacuIty Senate Chair
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VP Comments
Re: Senate Document No. 23.6
"Pac-2: Promotion Review"

. The following comments, as numbered, refer to highlighted portions within the document
with corresponding numbers.
1.

The College Promotion Committee should be deleted, consistent with PAc-27.
Given the absence of a College Committee within the tenure review process and the
greater significance of tenure over promotion, the need for a College Promotion
Committee is not clear. Moreover, requirements elsewhere within the document
may make the identification of sufficient Professors difficult to attain.

2.

A review of the Faculty Evaluation Plans "on an annual basis" seems excessive.
Why not require only changes to a department's FEP to be ·reviewed? If no
changes, no review should be required. Requiring an annual review will present the
committee with an onerous task which could well lead to less than substantive
reviews.

3.

Change "particular responsibilities of the faculty member" to "Departmental Faculty
Evaluation Plan" to be consistent with the previous paragraph and the role of the
FEP in establishing the standards by which the faculty member is to be evaluated.
Otherwise, add "as outlined in the Departmental Faculty Evaluation Plan" to the end
of "particular responsibilities of the faculty member."

4.

While implicit, it would be clearer to begin this sentence with "For faculty appointed
at the Associate Professor rank with tenure,"

5.

To minimize confusion and the need for mUltiple documents, the "format for the
presentation of promotion material" should be outlined in Pac-2. Since the .
"promotion material" consists of the "Curriculum Vitae" (p.4) and "Supporting
Documents" (p.6), the "format" should consist of that presented on pages 4-6 for
the Curriculum Vitae and on pages 6-7 for Supporting Documents. To require a
format different than that outlined in Pac-2, will only lead to confusion on the part
of faculty and could lead to unnecessary challenges and appeals.

6.

"Present rank" is not needed, since all applicants must be Associate Professor.

7.

Item "h" appears redundant to item "4.c."

8.

Selection of outside members by "invitation" has too much potential for charges of
collusion or "stacking the deck." While cumbersome, I suggest something to the
effect "the Department's tenured faculty will provide the Dean a list consisting of
twice the number of fUll-time tenured professors from the same college needed to
form a committee of at least five members and from which the Dean will select the
outside members of the committee."

9.

This paragraph is inconsistent. Since the last sentence requires all committee
members to vote, the phrase in the first sentence "with at least two thirds of its
membership present" should be deleted.

o

o

o

Policy: PAc-2 Promotion Review
Approval Date:
Revision Date:

PURPOSE:

07/01185
03/26198

To define the criteria, procedures, and conditions of the leview of Universil"y
academie pelsOimel for granting promotion from associate professor to professor.

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
ACADEMIC
PRINCIPLES:

o

Faculty members have an important responsibility in providing evaluations of
peers in the promotion process. This responsibility involves the application of
academic and professional judgments in a framework of shared authority among
various levels of review and between faculty and academic administrators.
The promotion procedures consist of peer and administrative judgments and
reviews at the department, college, and the University levels. These
judgments and reviews regarding promotion must evaluate, certify and
document that the performance level of an associate professor is at or above
the performance level deimed by departmental promotion standards.
Departmental faculty may choose to develop discipline-specific standards for
teaching, professional achievement, and service. At each level, the review
process will reflect the competence and perspective of the reviewing body.
Tlte promotion plOeedmes consist of several levels ofjudglitUlt and ICvieW. the
depaItment, tire coHege, and tile University. 'fhe initial ICvieWS wlli take place at
the level of the department and coHege and wlli focus on professiOilal and scholarly
jUdglilUlts of the quality of tire htdividual's academic work. Subsequent levels of
Universil"y review w:il:l: brhtg broader faculty and adnnnistrativejudgmUlt to bear
and wlli also monitor general standards of quality, equity, and adequacy of the
procedmes used. At each level, tile Leview process wlli reflect the competence and
perspective of the ICviewhtg body .
Tlte assistant professor wlro successfully ganls tentlIe wlli be automatically
pronroted to tile next Ingher rank witilout further review. Therefore, tenure
decisimls Inust reflect satisfactory pcrformdllcc for pronrotiOiI.
The college-level reviews by the Department Promotion Committee, the
Department Chair, the College Promotion Committee, and the College Dean
will make judgements that focus on the quality and quantity of the
professional and scholarly performance in the areas of teaching, professional
achievement, and service.

o

Performance-based salary increase (pBSI) and promotion evaluations are
separate processes, and consequently, meeting or exceeding PBSI criteria does
not automatically ensure a favorable promotion decision. PBSI evaluations
are based on annual performance whereas promotion evaluations are based on
PAGE
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o

cumulative performance. As the University strives to recruit and maintain an
outstanding faculty, meeting the minimal expectations of performance will not
be sufficient for promotion to professor. Performance Based Salary Increase
merit share ranldngs (i.e. number of merit shares awarded) will be excluded
from the documentation.
The University-level reviews by the University Promotion Committee, the
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty (EVPAA),
and the President will be guided by criteria established in the departmental
Faculty Evaluation Plan. University-level reviews by the Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs and the President will bring broader faculty
and administrative judgments to bear. University level reviews will also
monitor general standards of quality, equity, and adequacy of the procedures
used •
.Each chair and departmental faculty will derme acceptable standards for
promotion to the rank of professor in the department Faculty Evaluation Plan

o

to evaluate faculty eligible for promotion to professor. The University
Promotion Committee will review, on an annual basis, these promotion
standards and recommend acceptance or ask for revision to ensure Universitywide standards of quality, equity, and fairness. The college deans and
University Promotion Committee will approve these promotion standards
before they are implemented.

EXPEC'fA'fIQNS AND S'fANDARDS
OF EA€H UNl'f.
An itilportallt part of the whole promotion process f01 facufty members is that ail:
parties sltaIe eOIllmon expectations and understandings. Since general statelilUIts of
principles will be bIOad and inclusive, each academic unit may develop its own
specifk expectations and standards itt addition to the bIOad, University-wide
standards as tire opCIatiollal basis f01 promotion recomnrendations. StatemCIlts
cOllCCIning these additional expectations and standards will be available and 011 file
in tire Office of tile Executive Vice President fur Academic Affa:i:ts and Dean of
Facufty, and will be given to =h facufty mCIIIber.
'The review process £vI promotion is concemed with tile academic and professional
merits of par tieular candidates, judged hi reference to ail: alternative candidates,
hleluding prospective facufty members. Promotion standards, tllerefOle, carmot be
fixed and absolute but will reflect to sonre extent tile varyhtg competitive positions
of tile Un!v CI sity in attracthtg facufty. AccOIdhtgly, evaluations will be hrlluenced
by snelt considerations of relative stalldhtg. Likewise, progressively more exacting
scmtiny will take place as the facufty member advances in academic rartk.

o

II. GENERAL CRITERIA FOR PROMOTION
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o

Promotions shall: will be based on recognized performance in each of the foHowing
three areas listed below as appropriate to the particular responsibilities assigned to
of the facu1ty member. Promotion is neither an unqualified right nor an automatic
consequence of having completed a certain period of service.
111C minimal: Iequircmcnts listed below arc not tite sale deteIminants iII thc ICvieW
process:
Accomplisbrnents in each of the three areas listed below must be recognized
and evaluated by the Department Promotion Committee, the Department
Chair, the College Promotion Committee, the College Dean, the University
Promotion Committee, the Executive Vice President for Academic Mfairs and
Dean of Faculty, and the President. Evaluations will be guided by promotion
standards contained in the departmental FEP.

!. Teaching =Hcncc; Teaching excellence as recognized by colleagues,
department chairs, and deans and as assessed by students. Other evidence may
include, but not be limited to, the following: student contact activities (advisement,
supervision of internships and theses); development of new courses, programs, or
innovative instructional techniques; teaching awards and honors.

o

2. Professional achievement: Documentation of professional achievement as
related to tire teaching area may include, but not be limited to, the following:
research, scholarly or creative achievements; attendancc at professional: meetings;
leadership roles in professional organizations; participation in professional
meetings, seminars and workshops; additional graduate study in the teaching field
beyond the minimum required for meeting standards for promotion to
professor or contract stipulations; work experience; and/or consu1ting.
3. Professional Service: Service to lite institution and the community is
recognized, evaluated and expected of faculty desiring promotion to professor.
Service may include, but not be limited to, the following: active participation on
University, college, department, and/or Faculty Senate ad hoc and standing
committees; service as an official representative of the University; sponsorship of
approved co-curricular activities; coordination of and participation in University
workshops, conferences, clinics, inservice presentations, and special events;
development of proposals; development of functionPIg relationships with
professional groups in business, industry, trade, education, and government. 1I01l='
University servicc rcndered as a citizen, not as a representativc ofMoteitcad State
UniveIsity (MSU).
III. GENERAL STATEMENTS REGARDING PROMOTION

o

TIME IN RANK: Up to three years of equivalent professional service at other regionally accredited
institutions of higher education may be applied to the time in rank requirements for
promotion outlined in PAc-!' Credit for equivalent professional service will.be
recommended to the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of
PAGE 3

o

Faculty by the University Promotion Committee in accordance with the criteria
established for promotion.
PERfODIC PERFORMANCE REVIETNS. Pcxiodic petfonuance levicws die made of ali faculty
Inembexs according to established Univelsity ptOCedUiCS. Candidates for promotion
may include these pcxiodic pelfOilIldnce review SUIIIIUaxieS itl then pt01110tlon
por tfolios.

f?-tS
\.2.J

o

PROMOTION PORTFOLIO: The promotion portfolio must contain a curriculum vita, supporting
documents and a letter of intent. The format for the presentation of promotion
material will be determined by the University Promotion Committee. The letter of
intent, addressed to the Department Chair College Dean, will state the desire to
be considered for promotion and will should contain a summary of major
responsibilities and activities since the last rank assignment that merit consideration
for the promotion. If a facu1ty member applies previous service at another
institution to the time in rank requirement, the previous service must be
documented with respect to teaching excellence, professional achievement, and
service to that institution and community. The candidate's portfolio must document
all qualifications, and it must be complete at the time of submission.

CURRICULUM VITAE: The following are guidelines for constructing the curriculum vita. Not all
All categories will not apply to each candidate. Whenever appropriate specific
titles, dates, pages, and publishers should be included. Numbers 1 and 2 must be
as complete as possible, and a reasonable sample of items under numbers 3 and 4
shou1d be presented.

1. Personal Data
a. Name
b. Present rank, administrative title (if applicable), and department
c. Dates of initial rank assignment and promotions at Morehead State
University
d. Field or fields of specialization
e. Education completed: degrees, certification~, and/or licenses with
institutions and dates awarded or granted
f. Teaching prior to Morehead State University or related work experience
prior to Morehead State University
(1) Institutions
(2) Dates
(3) Responsibilities
(4) Rank changes and dates
g. Memberships in academic honor organizations

,

o

2. Teaching--Note whenever reassigned time was given.
a. Teaching load each semester
(1) Numbers and titles of courses taught
(2) Credit hours/workload
b. Student contact activities
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c.
d.
e.
f.

(1) Number of advisees: graduate, undergraduate
(2) Supervisor of internships
(3) Direction of theses and service on theses committees
(4) Direction of independent studies
'
(5) Service on oral examination committees
(6) Other
New courses and programs developed
Iunovative instructional tecbniques developed
Teaching awards and honors
Other evidence of effective teaching

3..Professional Achievement

o

o

a. Scholarship
(1) List of published articles
(2) List of published books
(3) List of published reviews
. (4) List of papers read at conferences
(5) Editorship of or service on editorial boards of professional journals
(6) Scholarly grants
(7) Sabbaticals
(8) Pure researeh completed Basic anilfor applied research activities
, (9) Fellowships awarded
(10) Awards for scholarship
b. Creative Productions--List of:
(1) Exhibits
(2) Musical compositions published
(3) Poems, plays, stories, novels published
(4) Artistic performances
(5) Speaking engagements
(6) Inventions
(7) Awards for creative productions
c. Academic and/or professional organizations
(1) Memberships
(2) Leadership roles
(3) Attendance Active participation at conferences
(4) Awards for professional service
d. Continuing education
(1) Seminars attended and form of participation
(2) Workshops attended and form of participation
(3) Graduate study beyond the required terminal degree
(a) Institution
(b) Degree being pursued and anticipated date of completion'
(c) Credit hours completed
e. Relevant work experience and consulting
(1) Institution!agency
(2) Responsibilities
(3) Dates
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o

o

f. Other evidence of professional growth
4. Service
a. List of University, college, department, and Faculty Senate ad hoc and
standing committees with level indicated in each case
b. Sponsorship or advisor of University-approved extracurricular activities
c. Service as official representative of the University
(1) Place
(2) Responsibility
(3) Date
d. Coordination of and participation in Morehead State University workshops,
conferences, clinics, inservice, and special events
(1) Title
(2) Form of participation
(3) Date
e. Development of proposals to benefit the University
(1) Title of proposal
(2) Date submitted
(3) Accepted or rejected
f. Development of relations with professional groups (business, industry,
trade, education, and government)
g. Honors and awards for service
h. Other Univ Clsitj service as a university representative
i. Other service
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS: The supporting documents should be arranged in the following
categories:

1. Documents which support personal data (for example):
a. Copies of official transcripts
b. Copies of official letters of promotion at other institutions
2. Documents which support teaching excellence (for example):
a. Copies of results of teacher ratings
b. Copies of descriptions of innovative instructional techniques
c. Copies of teaching awards and honors

o

3. Documents which support evidence of professional achievement (for example):
a. Copies of published articles, books, reviews
b. Copies of papers read at conferences
c. Copies of conference programs
d. Copies; slides, tapes of, or patents for creative productions
e. Evidence of roles in academic organizations
f. Evidence of continuing education including transcripts of graduate work
g. Programs identifying speaking engagements
4. Documents which support service (for example):
PAGE 6 - DRAFT 2.0 [3/05198]

o

a. Copies of proposals to benefit the University
b. Copies of honors or awards for service
5. The department's Faculty Evaluation Plan(s).

PROMO'fION Deparhnent, CoHege, and Unhersity Promotion Committees wiH be fOIfiled
COMMlTIEES. exclusively with tenUIed faculty Esee exception in #8) and operate within the
fufioWlllg shuctUIe and proCedUICS.

IV. GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR PROMOTION REVIEW

1. No candidate for promotion, candidate's spouse, immediate family (as
dermed by PG-22), department chairs, or deans will serve on promotion
committees.
2. No faculty member will serve on more than one promotion committee for a
given candidate.
3. The chairperson of each promotion committee will be elected by the committee
from the membership.

o

4. In aeadwnie areas where schools are the adminishative unit abOve the
department level, the peer review will be by the department, eoHege, and
Unhersity promotion committees.
5. 4. The University Promotion Committee shaH: will consist of faculty members
selected by the Faculty Senate from the tenured, full-time faculty and must
include one representative from each college and five additional at large faculty
members, and shall include both males and females. No two representatives
shaH will be from the same department. Committee members shall be full:
professors. In the event that full: professors are unavailable, associate
professors may serve. Term of service shaH will be three years, with one-third
being replaced each year. A member may not hold successive terms. The
Faculty Senate shaH: will appoint elect members to the committee by May 1 of
the prior academic year. Committee members shall: will be notified in writing
as to their own and others' selection to the committee prior to the committee's
first meeting.

6:- 5. No member of the shaH ser ve Oll the University Promotion, Tenure, or
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committees shall: will serve concurrently.
on the University Ptomotion or University 'I'eItU1e CWllmittee at the same time.

o

T:: 6. The College Promotion Committee shaH: will consist of one representative
from each department of the college. These members will be tenured, full-time
faculty members. Committee members will be professors. In the event that
professors are unavailable, associate professors may serve. Each
department will elect, by secret ballot, a representative to serve a two-year
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o

term on the college committee by September 1. Committee members 'shall will
be notified in writing as to their own and others' selection prior to the
Committee's first meeting.
&: 7. 'fhe DcparbnUlt Ptomoti:on Committee should consist of aH cligible tenwed
faculty. If the dcpar tlllC1ltai committee consists of fewcr than fi ve men.bcrs, the
committee may add enough ftdl:-tillle tenure-track faculty membcrs to form a
five-mcmber committee. All full-time tenured professors in a Department
will serve' on the Department Promotion Committee. The committee will
have a mjnjmum of five faculty members. In. the event that there are
fewer than five full-time tenured professors in the Department, then fulltime tenured associate professors from the Department will be chosen by
the tenured faculty in the Department. In the event that there are fewer
than five eligible members in the Department, the Department's tenured
faculty will collectively invite enough fUll-time tenured professors from the
same college to form a committee of at least five members.

9. 'fhe quorum necessary for voting will bc two thirds of the total: llICInbcrslrlp of

a COllliilittee.

tfr: 8. All voting on candidates will be by secret ballot. Recommendation for

o

promotion requires an affirmative vote by a the majority of the committee
meinoershIp voting:"T!iere 'SffiiI:f WiIloe 'no 'aosfentions mth:evonng-process. In
all committee recommendations, the number of "yes" votes and the number of
"no" votes must be recorded.
f t 9. Justification for the recommendation of each candidate must be in detailed
narrative format on the appropriate form. The narrative must reflect the
candidate's teaching excellence, professional achievement, and service activities
and include statements of strengths and weaknesses. Minority views shall will
also be included.
fZ:- 10. Promotion committee deliberations must be treated confidentially and must

not be discussed outside of promotion committee meetings.

v. THE PROMOTION REVIEW PROCESS
1. The Department Promotion Committee will review the portfolio and submit

o

a written evaluation of the strengths and perceived weaknesses of the
portfolio to the candidate using the Department's Faculty Evaluation Plan
as the criteria for evaluation. The written evaluation, which will be signed
by all committee members, will document the validity of the information
contained in the candidate's department promotion portfolio as it relates to
the Department's Faculty Evaluation Plan.
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The primary purpose of this evaluation is to evaluate and certify the items
and statements contained in the candidate's Promotion Portfolio, and to
ensure that the performance level of the faculty member is at or above the
performance level specified by the departmental criteria for promotion to
professor. The Department Promotion Committee may also request
additional documentation of items and statements made in the candidate's
Promotion Portfolio. This additional documentation and supporting
evidence will not become part of the portfolio to be sent further up the
chain of review.
It is the responsibility of the Department Promotion Committee to conduct
a vote which afimns or denies their support of the Promotion Portfolio,
with a copy of the evaluation and vote tally delivered to the candidate.
Voting will be by secret ballot, and a sealed ballot by an absent faculty
member may be included in the tally if all of the ballots are opened and
counted at the same time at the Department Promotion Committee meeting.
Abstentions are not allowed at either the Department, College, or
University Promotion Committee levels of review.

o

2. The Department Promotion Committee will then forward the Promotion
Portfolio, written evaluation, and vote tally to the Department Chair, who
will add his/her written evaluation to the portfolio. A copy of this
evaluation also will be delivered to the promotion candidate.
It is also the responsibility of the Department Chair to evaluate and certify
that the supporting documentation is at or above the performance level
specified by the departmental criteria for promotion to professor. This
evaluation and certification must be part of the Chair's letter of evaluation.
It is also the responsibility of the Department Chair to certify that academic
requirements, such as terminal degrees, years of teaching/previons service,
etc. have been met.

3.

o

The Department Chair will then forward the Promotion Portfolio,
Department Committee written evaluation and vote tally, and his/her
written evaluation to the College Promotion Committee. The College
Promotion Committee will review the portfolio and submit a written
evaluation of the strengths and perceived weaknesses of the portfolio to the
candidate using the criteria for promotion to professor as deimed in the
Department's FEP.
It is the responsibility of the College Promotion Committee to conduct a
vote which afimns or denies their support of the Promotion Portfolio, with
a copy of the evaluation and vote tally delivered to the candidate. Voting
will be by secret ballot, and a sealed ballot by an absent faculty member
may be included in the tally if all of the ballots are opened and conuted at
the same time at the College Promotion Committee meeting.
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4. The College Promotion Committee will then forward the Promotion
Portfolio, Department Committee, Chair, and College Committee written
evaluation, and vote tallies to the College Dean.
5. The College Dean will review the Promotion Portfolio and provide a written
evaluation of the portfolio, with a copy of this evaluation delivered to the
candidate. The College Dean will then forward all materials to the
University Promotion Committee for review.
The promotion candidate may then add a letter of response to the
University Promotion Committee which responds to any or all of the
written evaluations of hislher portfolio within seven calendar days after
receipt of the written evaluation from the College Dean.
6. The University Promotion Committee will review the portfolio and submit a
written evaluation of the strengths and perceived weaknesses of the
portfolio to the candidate using the criteria for promotion to professor as
deimed in the Department's FEP.
It is the responsibility of the University Promotion Committee to conduct a

vote, with at least two-thirds of its membership present, which afill'lD.S or
denies their support of the Promotion Portfolio, with a copy of the
evaluation and vote tally delivered to the candidate. Voting will be by
secret ballot. Absentee ballots will not be permitted. A recommendation to
"promote" or "not promote" requires a simple majority of the ~
committee membership.

o

The promotion candidate may then add a letter of response to the Executive
Vice-President of Academic Affairs which responds to any or all of the
written evaluations of his/her portfolio within seven calendar days after
receipt of the written evaluation from the University Promotion Committee.
7.

The University Promotion Committee will then forward all materials and
their imal recommendation and written evaluation to the Office of the
Executive Vice-President of Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty.

8. The Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty will
review all materials, vote tallies, written evaluations, and recommendations
and make a recommendation to the President. Should the recommendation
of the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs differ from the
reconunendation of the University Promotion Committee, the Executive
Vice President for Academic Affairs will consult with the University
Promotion Committee prior to making a recommendation to the President.
The President will make the imal recommendation to the Board of Regents.

o

VI. GENERAL DATES FOR THE PROMOTION REVIEW PROCESS
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1. Specific dates and deadlines for the promotion review process in each year
will be set and distributed to the faculty in a timely manner by the Office of
the Executive Vice President for Academic Mfairs and Dean of Faculty.

IV. PROMOTION PROCESS

GUIDELINES. All new facalty and prospectivc candidates for pIOmotion lnay elecL to atLcnd an
oxientatiwl worksltop SpwlSOXed and presUlted by tltc Executiv c Vicc PrcsidulL for Acadcmic
Affairs and Dcan of Faculty and thc prcvious year's dlair of tltc Univcrsity PIOmotiOll
CwmniLtee thaL shaH bc held no lateI titan OCtobCI 15 of cadi year. Each candidate fur
prOinottwt wiii Ieccivc peer rCview at thc depatLmCllI, coHcgc, and UnivcIsily levels. In
addition to pccrIcview, cadi candidate wiii bc ICvieWed by his/her DepathnUl1 Chair,
Associate Dcan (if applicable), CoHcgc Dean, and thc Executivc Vicc Plcsidult fut
AcadUllic Affairs and Dean of Facalty. Thc Ptcsident makes thc flna1lccwnmcndation to
thc Boatd of RegUlt•.
Hffi'IATION OF 'fHE REVIE'N PROCESS. B¥ JANUARY 15. Thc candidate applying fut
ptOinotiWt ICvieW has the responsibility fur submitting thc requited promotion portfulio,
whieh includes a leltel of intent (to thc Dean), cUlricuiUIlI vita and sUPfKllLing documents.
'flte dcan wiii placc tltc pOitful:io in a SCCUIC atea for ICvieW by thc appropriaLc DepatLmenl
Ptomotion Committee, Collcgc PtOlllottwl CwmniLt\:c, Depathncnt Chait, Associate Dcan (if
, applicable), attd CoHcgc Dean.

o

REViEW OF PORTFOLIOS. 'flIC ICvieW PIOceSS wiii proceed as dcselibed below.

1. B¥ FEBRUARY 1. Depathucnl PtWnottwl Committcc, DepathncnL 'Chair, CoHcgc
PtOItlOtioll Committee, Associate Deall (if appl:ieable), and CoHcgc Dean independcntly wiii
havc ICvieWed thc POitfoliOS and madc a dctenuination rcgmding a positivc or negativc
ICCOlUntelldation. 'flIC recommendation and supporting lationaic fut plomotion arc
documented WI thc appropriate furm and submitted to LIte Executivc Vicc Ptcsidult fut
Academic Affairs and Dcan ofFacalty.
Z. BY FEBRUARY 5. As SOWt as thcsc ICvicws havc beat completed, LlIC Collegc Dcan
sUlds the portfolios to thc Executivc Vicc Ptcsidcnt fOt Acadcmic Affairs and Dean of
Facally, who placcs thc pOItfulios in a SecUIC atea fut review by LIte UnivCIsity Ptomotion
ComlniLtce. At Lllat tiute LIte Executivc Vicc Ptcsident fur Acadcmic AffailS and Dean of
Facally will: COlHUIC LlIC Ullivelsily Ptomotion Committcc atld CWlvCY, to thc COllllltiltee,
lw 0 copies of reconullcndatiWls frwn aH priol comutittccs and admittisLralors dCSCIibed itt
Sectioll IV.I. abOve.

3. frY FEBRUARY 5. CoHcgc replesentativcs of thc UltiVClsity Ptwllotion Committcc,
will: havc ittfunncd tllC candidaLcs of tlte approptiatc DepathllCllL and CoHcgc PtOlllOtiWI
Cwnntittccs', Depathncnt Chait's, Associatc Dean's (if applicable), and CoHcgc Dcan's
ICCOIlt1l1cndations tllIOugit prcsentatlwt of a plmtocopy of thosc rccomlncndatiwts and a
sumlltaty of tltC candidate's options at tllat pom!.

o

4.. ]fl' FfiBRUARY 18.. All poxtfulios wtli be automatiea:Hytcviewed uniess a Mitten
Ieqt1csl to witltdtaw Lltc poItfulio is sttbmitted to a collegc Ieprcsentativc of Lltc Univclsity
PAGE 11

o

PlGntotion ComtniHec, who will then retuIn the portfolio to the candidate.. If the cancHdatc
Icceivcs au} negative IccOInlnendatton, he/she Ina, request that it be senl Wi with a lettel of
lesponse. If the cancHdate chooses to submit a letter of response, it must be submitted to the
Chair of the University PrOIlWtiOIl Committee.

5. BY MARCIl 5. Tlle University Promotion CWlIllIittee wiH have reviewed the
candidate's portfolio, the ICCOInUicndattuIls by the Deparlincnt and College PIOntotion
Committees, the DepartlllCIlt Cflair, Associate Deall (if applicable), and College Dean, and
allY letter ofrespOilse and will have made a determination regarding a positive or negative
rec01111ncndalion. The Iccol1imendation and supporting rationale £01 ptoillotiun is
documented 011 the appropriate fOini.
6. BY lim END OF 'fYIo'O VlORK VfflEKS. College represerltativcs WI the University
PrWIlOtiwl COlllmittee replesentatives wiH have informed their college's eandidates for
promotion of the University Prwnotioll Cwumittee's leewmuendation. If the
rccOlihlrendawn was for protnotiun, tlte prutfolio will autcllllanea:H:y be luade avaHabre for
revicw by the Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dearr of Facul:ty the
·d
Plesrenl,
and the Board of RcgUils. If the Univ ersil) Ploillotion CWlll1rittce S '
reewnlllCIldatiwl was against pronwtiwl, a college reprcsentative will have informed the
candidate, and I:lle candidate may wil:lldtaw I:lre portfolio, request I:llat it be sent 011 wil:lwut
rcsponding, or request I:lmt it be scnt WI Wil:ll a letter of lespWlse. If I:lre candidate chooses to
submit a letteI of response, it must be submitted to the E:x:eeutive Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Dean of Facul:ty. To wil:lldtaw I:lle portfolio, a eandidate nwst submit
a wIitten request to I:lre college representative of I:lle UlliveIsity Promotion Committee, who
w:itI: then letWIl the portfolio to the candidate. t

o

1 .. BY ~ 15. TlreExc:contive Vice President for Acadernic Affairs and Dean of Facul:ty
wiH have lCvIewed I:lle portfol:io, I:lle reeWIlJnendatiwls, and I:lle letters of rcsponse. Tlre
Executive Vice President wiH prOvide feedback to I:lre University Promotiwl COIllinittee prior
to makhtg a reeommcndatiwl 011 =h portfol:i:o to I:lrc President. Tlle President, in tum wiH
reeommend to I:lre Board of Regents, which wiH make the [mal decision at its next Board of
Regents' meeting.

,8. BY ONE VfflEK AFTER BOARD'S DECISION. Wil:lrin one week of I:lre Board of
Regents' decision, I:lrc President wiH have irtfonned =h eandidate ill writing of tire deeision.
'fire prWlwtiwl portfolio wiH be available for retmn.
9. BY TWO 'NEf!KS AFTER BOARD'S DECISION'. Each cancHdate who does not
leeeive ptOillOtiwl wiH have been invited to meet with tire Exeeutive Vice Ptesidcnt for
Acadcmic MfaiIS and Dcan of Facul:tj for fml:lrcr explanation. The candidate has I:lrc Optiwl
to decline tins invitation.

o
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o

v.

FACULTY REGENT'S REPORT· Iud
' \

VI

COMMIT
A

AZii;EMIC
REPORTS
POLICIES / ' jJ e..

B.

COMMUNICATIONS ./

'

..

~.

FACULTY SENATE ATTENDANCE SHEET
MEETING

DATE

SIGNATU~

NAME

~

ADAMS, MIKE

J,/J,;(; 171 Y
NAME

SIGNATURE

/

) V0-

;LpAr'-j cL R.. Ta...-.:~ \. .
I~A.:..::U:.:::G=SB:.:A=CH:.:,::.LYN=N:...-r~t:~A~.I~?!·.~
J 7
~,n,~7~---+.:..::KN:..:..:O=L=L,...:.:JAMES==--_ _+-#
\.Jr~.U~V~.:=~~
P ---+ill'-APPLEGATE, DON

'7'

BAKER, STACY

U

JAISINGH, LLOYD

LENNEX, LESIA

7'

BALDWlN, YVONNE

LORENTZ, ROBERT

BIEL, MICHAEL

MALINAUSKAS ,BRENDA

BORAM,ROBERT

MATTINGLY, BRUCE

BRESCHEL, EDWARD

MORRISON, RONALD

BROWN, LARADEAN

NUTTER , CAROL

BRUENING, CHRISTI

OAKES, PHYLLIS

BUCK, ROLAND
COOPER, MARCIA
CREAHAN, TOM
CURTIS , ANDREW
DAVISON, SCOTT

ELLINGTON, JANE

.. !
<.

'

ilUlIJA

PATRICK, CHARLES

(\

PLUM , DEBORAH

! 1't1ctbJ 11

A/l

I ~YAl_7~ .1

Ifl7l

A.._ REEDER, BRIAN
REID, STEVE

I '~~ -eX

-

1/"'1

./

I. ROLLAND , SUSANNE

/ /

7 u'/J~,~ ~

ERDO , SCOTT
EVERETT, DONNA
FITZGERALD , LYNNE

ROGERS , BRENT
:;ETH, DAN
SHIRES , SHELBY

( ~ It
L

-:JJ.;
d---.Ji.~ . /) J

.AJ.Q .2 , <
.

TESCH, DEBORAH
TOWELL, GORDON

GOLDING, DEENO
GRISE', WlLLIAM
HALL, EDIE
2/17/98

VU ,jj,

-I.K A ~

VOLLMERS, STACY
WILSON , BETTY

~ 0(..

r

~.

I

o

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 25.6

L

MOTION: Committee Nominations

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate

4/16/98

t-f l~,
Date
II. . ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

President

o

A.

V I cOncur with the motion· of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I cOncur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

IlL

5/6/7'5
Date

*Amotionaccepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.
Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************

o

PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UFO 1021

o

Governance--Committee Nominations
Academic Standards and Appeals
Roma Prindle HUM
Barb lewis
S&T 00
Grover Keams BUS
Markham Schack
EBS 00
Cynthia Gibbs at-large 00
Employee Benefits
Brent Rogers
S& T
Faculty Promotion
Lloyd Jaisingh S& T

00
00

02
Ron Mitchelson HUM

01

01

Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
Dan Seth at-large 00
Honors Program
S&T
Vivian Cyrus

Robert Albert

BUS

00

Paul McGhee

EBS

00

(,!esearch and Creative Productions
Lloyd Jaisingh S&T
James Bogert BUS
00
L. Curtis Hammond
HUM 00

00

00

Intercollegiate Athl~tlcs
Andrew Curtis atl
01

0

Library
H. Wade Cain S&T
Elsie Pritchard LIB.

00
00

Planning
Don Applegate S&T

00

Scholarship
Hilary Iwu
BUS

Capp Yess

00

Student Disciplinary
Zexia Barnes SaT
00

Hatfield
----- Bob
-

SaT

00

BUS

00
00

----

Student Life
EBS
David Olsen

00

Stacy Vollmers BUS

Tenure
Bob Albert

01

Tim Miller EBS 01

BUS

Technology Resources
Dan Seth
S&T
Francis Osborne
EBS
Well ness
Paul Taylor HUM

0

00

Registration Advisory
Doug lapp
saT 00

00
00

Robert Royer
Bob Hatfield

HUM
BUS

00
00

Marcia Cooper S&T

00

Debbie Plum

00

HUM

,,'

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 26.6

I.

MOTION: Graduate & Non-Traditional Student Housing Resolution

Attachments: 1

Date -Passed By the Senate

Slzo)qg

517198

L------

Date
ll.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

(

rVV---4J-f'1 8
President
A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

'.,
\

I
\

In light of the BOR commitment to monitor the poli cy with
unnecess~ry. _
_~

regard to married student housing, this resolution is

D.

JL

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

ID.

tP -~-9g
Date
• A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPO 1021

o

GRADUATE & NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENT HOUSING RESOLUTION
WHEREAS recruitment and retention of students is an important objective of the University, and
WHEREAS the recruitment and retention of single graduate students and single non-traditional
undergraduate students is an important aspect of this objective, and
WHEREAS the availability of on-campus housing is an important tool for recruiting and
retaining such students, and
WHEREAS such students, as a whole, do not want to live in dormitories, and
WHEREAS' space is available for such students in married student housing,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the impact of the current housing policy with respect to
its effect on recruitment and retention be thoroughly reexamined.

o

o

'.

o

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 27.6

I.

MOTION: Committee nominations

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate ~"-'::'~_ _

S/a;/q8
Date
TI.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

o

President

A.

t;b

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

or administrative

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate.. This motion, however, reqnires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with th~ motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

ill.

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.
Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

o

Signature· of Facuity Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SJ\:NATE:
UPO 1021

o

UNIVERSITY STANDING COMMITTEES -- April 30, 1998
1.

Affirmative Action
99
4 Names for President:
Joan Whitworth
Stacy Vollmers, Don Applegate, William Grise, Marcia Cooper

3.

Employee Benefits
Buford Crager
Brent Rogers
Debbie Plum
Elsie Pritchard

o

o

Barb Lewis
S&T 00
Roma Prindle
HUM 00
Markham SchackEBS 00
Grover Kearns BUS 00
Cynthia Gibbs
at-large 00

2.

4.

"

Academic Standards and Appeals
Zexia Barnes
S&T 99
Jack Weir
HUM 99
Lesia Lennex
EBS 99
Robert Lorentz
BUS 99

Faculty Promotion
Lloyd Jaisingh
vacant
L. Kim Williams
Wayne Willis
Janet Gross

EBS
S &T
HUM
LIB

99
02
01
01

S&T 01
BUS 01/
EBS 00 v '
S&T 00 V'

Dale Caudill
BUS 00
Fiscal Affairs Chair FS
99

Dave Magrane
Charles Morgan
Fran Helphinstine
Lindsey Back

Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
Jon Vitori
HUM 99
BUS 99 /'
Mike Harford
Dan Grace
EBS 99 v
Geoff Gearner
S&T 99 /
Jaunita Hall
LIB
99 V
Jack Weir
HUM 00
Serjit Kasior, Lindsey Back
BUS 00
Roland Buck, write-in
EBS 00
Lynn Augsbaugh, write-in
S&T 00
Randy K. Ross, Ben Malphrus
6. Graduate
David Saxon
S&T 99'/
vacant
HUM 99
Kent Freeland
EBS 99
Robert Lorentz
BUS 99
Elections (2 candidates/college):
S&TOO
Ahmad Zargari, Ron Fiel
HUM 99
Noel Earl, Robert Pritchard
HUM 00
Gary Mesa-Giado, Lisa Mesa Giado
EBS 00
David Olsen, William Weikel
BUS 00
Donna Everett, Mesghena Yasin

S&T
EBS
HUM
HUM

99

y.

99v

99';
00 v

5.

at-large

00

:-

0

7. Honors Program
Mary Jo Netherton HUM 99
Christi Bruening
EBS 99
9.

13.

Intercollegiate Athletics
David· Magrane S&T 00 v'
Brenda Malinauskas at L 00 l /
Andrew Curtis
at L 01
Library
Kenneth Sexton
Roland Buck
Gary Austin

HUM 99
BUS 99
LIB 99

Planning
Rodney Stanley
S&T 01
Charles Morgan
EBS 00
Thomas Creahan BUS 99
Deborah Plum
HUM 99
Elections (2candidates/college)
BUS Jack Peters, James Bogert
Sarah Morrison, Jay Flippin
HUM

Vivian Cyrus
Robert Albert

S&T 00
BUS 00

Debbie Tesch
BUS 99 t->
HUM
Joyce LeMaster
99 ~.'
Christi Bruening EBS 01

H. Wade Cain
Paul McGhee
Elsie Pritchard

S&T 00
E.BS 00
LIB 00

Don Applegate
Lesia Lennex

S&T 00
EBS 00

David Olson
Joyce Saxon
Helen Williams

EBS 98
S&T 98
LIB
98

14.

0

15.

18.

19.

20.

0

Professional Development
Claire Foley
HUM 99
Ishappa Hullur
BUS 99
Travis Lockhart
dist. t 99
Research and Creative
Bob Grueninger
EBS
Carolyn Taylor
S&T
Donna Everett
BUS
Tim Pitts
HUM
Betty Wilson
LIB
•

Productions
EBS 00
Rita Egan
99
99
Lloyd Jaisingh S&T 00
James Bogert
BUS 00
99
L. Curtis Hammond HUM
99
99

Scholarship
Kathy Herzog
Richard Miles

EBS 99
HUM 99

Hilary Iwu
Capp Yess

Service
Grover Kearns
Joyce LeMaster

BUS 99
HUM 99

Laurie Couch
EBS 00
Jane Ellington S&T 00
Betty Jean Wilson LIB 00

BUS 00
S&T 00

00

"

,.-

0

21.

22.

23.

Student Disciplinary
Noel Earl
HUM 99
Karen Hammons EBS 99

Zexia Barnes
Bob Hatfield

S&T 00
BUS 00

Student Life
Vivian Barnes
Paul Taylor

David Olsen
Stacy Vollmers

EBS 00
BUS 00

S&T 99
HUM 99

Student Media Board

Slate of three senators and three non-senators submitted to President:
Senators: Ron Morrison, James Knoll, Jane Elligton
Non-Senators: Dan Seth, L.Kim Williams, Tom Klein
24.

25.

0
26.

0

Tenure
Charles Patrick
Bob Albert
Tim Miller
Larry Keenan
Judy Stafford

S&T
BUS
EBS
HUM
EBS

01
01
01
00
00

Freda Kilburn
Vicente Cano
Hilary Iwu

S&T 99
HUM 99
BUS 99

Brian Reeder

at-Ig. 00

Undergraduate Curriculum (Acad. Prog.)
S&T 00
Richard Hunt
S&T 99
Scott Rundell
Andrew Glendening HUM
Glen Colburn
HUM 99
BUS 00
Robert Tesch
BUS 99
Larry Cowart
Ted Marshall
EBS 99
James Knoll
EBS 00
Undergraduate Curriculum (Gen. Ed.)
Alban Wheeler
EBS 99
Sunday Obi
Alana Cain
HUM 99
Robert Royer
Ben Malphrus
S&T 99
Brent Rogers
Bonnie Bailey
BUS 99
Ishappa Hullur

27.

Technology Resources
Michelle Kunz
S&T
Tim Pitts
HUM
Mark Schack
EBS
Debbie Tesch
BUS
Julia Lewis
LIB

28.

Technology Resources (Administrative)
Mike McDermott
at-Ig 99

30.

Well ness
Marcus Gaddis
Laradean Brown

EBS
HUM
S&T
BUS

00
00
00
00

(Academic)
S&T 00
99
Dan Seth
99
Robert Royer
HUM 00
Francis Osborne E B SOD
99
Bob Hatfield
BUS 00
99
99

BUS 99
EBS 99

Paul Taylor
Marcia Cooper

HUMOO
S&T 00

00

,~

.

o

o

0,

17.

Registration Advisory
Tom Diamantes
EBS 99
Mike Harford
BUS 99
Senate Acad Affairs FS 99

Ron Fiel
S&T 00
Wendell O'Brien HUM 00

o

AD:MINISTRATlVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997·98 ACADEl\fiC YEAR

NO. 28.6

I.

MOTION: Committee nominations\

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate

6/26/98

~nature of Faculty Senate Chair

II.

ACTION:

VP COMMENTS:

o

President

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty'Senate or administrative

personnel concerned to implement this motion.
B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations."

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

III.

SIGNATURES:
Signature of President

Date

"Amotion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipUlations.
Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

o

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*******+*********+************************************.**************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPO 1021

'ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 29.6

I.

MOTION: Reversion of Funds to Academic Departments Resolution

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate

'7iUra
Date

II.

6/26/98

.PA!A.

'Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

ACTION:

The greatest need at this time is for an equipment
replacement line in the budget_

VP COMMENTS:

~lo/3

President

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I cOncur with the motion of the Senate. . This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

~

D.

I cOncur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *
I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

ill.

7b?A1
Date

aa..

r

~+

~

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

.*.******************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:

UPO 1021

o

REDISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
AS SUPPLEMENTAL ALLOCATION

WHEREAS the Division of Academic Affairs has consistently reverted several
hundred thousand dollars to the Fund Balance each year over the past 5
years, and
WHEREAS it can be predicted that this trend will continue, and
WHEREAS faculty and librarians need to have the supplies and equipment with
which to do their jobs, and
WHEREAS faculty and librarians need to be able to travel to professional
meetings in order to keep up with and contribute to their fields, and

o

WHEREAS the amount of funds available to faculty and librarians for supplies,
equipment, and travel has not kept up with the need,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that a portion of these reverted funds be
redistributed as supplemental allocation to academic departments and the
Library to enhance supplies, equipment, and travel budgets.

Fiscal Affairs Committee

1st reading:
2nd reading:
Pass:
Fail:

o

May 7, 1998
June 26, 1998
Unanimously

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 30.6

~,
I.

MOTION: Employee Health Insurance Additions Resolution

Attaclunents: 1

Date Passed By the Senate

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

Date

n.

6126/98

ACTION:

VP COMMENTS:

President

·0

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative

personnel concerned to implement this motion.
B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

III.

SIGNATURES:

Signature of President

Date

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************

o

PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPO 1021

•

o
FACULlY SENA1E

UPOBOX 1021

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2226

July 3, 1998

Jane Ellington
UPO 768
Morehead State University
Morehead, Ky 40351

Dear Ms. Ellington:

o

As your term of service expires, I want to thank you for your contributions to Morehead
State University's Faculty Senate. Acting as the elected representative from the Department
of Human Sciences highlights the respect held. for you be your colleagues.
Faculty participation in the governance processes has required significant time and effort on
your part. I deeply appreciate your willingness to freely give and to serve the university in
this capacity.

Sincerely,

Dr. Michael Adams, Chair
MSU Faculty Senate

jc
PC:

Dr. Michael Moore, Executive Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Gerald DeMoss, Dean, College of Science & Technology
Dr. Marilyn Sampley, Chair, Department of Human Sciences

o
FACULlY SENATE

UPOBOX 1021
MOREHEAD. KENlUCKY 40351-1689
TELEP~ONE: 606-783-2226
FAX: 606-783-2678

MEMORANDUM

o

DATE:

July 3,1998

TO:

Carol Nutter

FROM:

Dr. Michael Adams, Chair, MSUFaculty senate~

RE:

Election to Faculty Senate

Congratulations on your election to the Faculty Senate. You have been elected to serve a three
year tenn as a Departmental Senator from the Department of Librarians. Thank you for agreeing
to represent the faculty in this capacity.

jc

o

o

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1997-98 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 31.6

I.

MOTION: PAc-2: Promotion Review

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate ~!..!.±"':"!<-_ _

7/l3/q~
Date
II.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

o

President

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval
through University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Seuate, for the reasons attached.

8/1%/9!
£ate'
*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implemeutation upon the Senate's acceptance
of the stipulations.
Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

o

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPO 1021

.-

,-

July 20, 1998

MEMORANDUM
TO:

President Ron Eaglin

FROM:

Larry Stephenson, Chair
Staff Congress

RE:

Nominations for 1998-99 University Standing Committees

On July 13, 1998, the Staff Congress approved the recommendations of the Standing
Appointments Committee and recommend the attached listing of staff members to you for
appointment to the 1998-99 University Standing and Advisory committees.
xc: Porter Dailey
Judy Carpenter
Angela White

.-

STANDING COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
1998 M1999

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ' COMMITTEE

L

~

Bessie Boyd

2.

William Salazar

.:L

Belva Sammons

1.

Connie Grimes

SUBMIT 4 NAMES
2 SELECTED FOR 2 YEAR TERMS

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS COMMITTEE
L

Lois I):awkins, Chair Staff Congo Per. & Benefits . (1 YEAR TERM)
SUBMIT 1 NAME--EXEC/MANG
Mike penning~o~
WILL SERVE A 4 YEAR TERM

INTERCOIJLEGIATE ATHLETICS COMMITTEE

L

Valerie Ousley

SUBMIT 1 NAME
WILL SERVE A 2 YEAR TERM

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
L

Fred Tremper

SUBMIT 1 NAME
WILL SERVE A 2 YEAR TERM

PLANNING COMMITTEE
1,.

Lois Hawkins. Staff Congress

2.

Carole Morella. Staff Congress

1.

V. Sue Fannin

4.,

Sharon J aekson

SUBMIT 4 NAMES
2 MUST BE FROM STAFF
CONGRESS
WILL SERVE 2 YEAR TERMS

SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE

1..

William Teegarden

SUBMIT 1 NAME PROFINONFAC
WILL SERVE A 2 YEAR TERM

!

SERVICE COMMITTEE
Joe Planek

SUBMIT 3 NAMES

Michael Padula

1 SKILLED CRAFTS
1 SEC/CLERICAL
WILL SERVE 2 YEAR TERMS

lEXECIMANG

Kathy Smalley

STliDENT DISCIPLINARY COMMITTE
Joel Pace

SUBMIT 1 NAME EXECfMANG
WILL SERVE A 2 YEAR TERM
(I(/)

/.oF

I

'h? S

STUDENT LIFE COMMITTEE

L

Laura Li Uer

'1'7-'>'<

I

SUBMIT 1 NAME- PROFINONFAC
WILL SERVE A 2 YEAR TERM

,/

STUDENT MEDIA BOARD
L

Angie Mullins

1.

Paul Hitchcock

.l..

Jami Hornbuckle

SUBMIT 3 NAMES
1 SELECfED FOR A 2 YEAR
TER.i\1-- MAY NOT BE
SUCCESSIVE

TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ADMINISTRATIVE SUBCOMMITTEE

1..

Rhonda Mackin

1.

10 Brewer

SUBMIT 1 NAME ACAD.AFF.,
STUDENT LIFE, UNIV.
RELATIONS -PROINONFAC
1 NAMEAFS
WILL SERVE A 2 YEAR TERM

TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES COMMITTEE
ACADEMIC SUBCOMMITTEE
L

Coulter Boyle

SUBMIT 1 NAMEPROFESSIONAUTECH-PARA
WILL SERVE A 2 YEAR TERM

WELLNESS COMMITTEE
.L

JUDY CARPENTER

2...

DEBORAH ROSS

SUBMIT 2 NAMES
I MUST BE FROM
SEC/CLERICAL
BOTH SERVE 2 YEAR TERMS

JOB CLASSIFICATION APPEALS COMMITTEE
L

Rllssell Howard

SUBMIT 2 NAMES

L

SUE TOWNSEND

1- SEC/CLERICAL

1"

PAM MOORE, VICE CHAIR OF 5T AFF CONGRESS

\ - TECHIPARA

WILL SERVE 2 YEAR TERMS

(1 YR.TERM)

o·
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FACULlY SENATE

MOREHEAD. KENlUCKY 40351-1689
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2226
FAX: 606-783-2678

MEMORANDUM

o

DATE:

July 21, 1998

TO:

Dr. Ronald Eaglin, President, Morehead State University

FROM:

Dr. Michael Adams, Chair, MSU Faculty Senate

RE:

PAc-2: Promotion Review

In response· to several suggestions made by Vice-President Moore, the Faculty Senate has passed
the attached modifications to P Ac-2: Promotion Review. This PAc has previou~~een approved
by you. However, the Senate would appreciate your presenting PAc-2 with the attached changes
to the Board in September.
Thank you.

MA/jc

o

0

To:

Faculty Senators

From:

Mike Adams, Chair

Date:

July 15, 1998

Re:

PAc-2: Promotion Review

As announced at the June 25, 1998 meeting of the Faculty Senate, President
Eaglin has endorsed the version of PAc-2 that was forwarded by the Senate
following passage on March 26, 1998. However, it is apparent that several
suggestions that were made by EVPAA Moore were overlooked. Following
discussion of these suggestions with the Executive Council and a specific
review by Charlie Patrick, Professional Policies Chair, I feel that the Senate
should consider the following recommendations (several are simply editorial):
1. Rather than an "annual review" of FEPs, only when a Plan has been
changed should a review by the University Promotion Committee take place.
2. In the first paragraph under II GENERAL CRITERIA FOR PROMOTION
(top of page 3), following "as appropriate to the particular responsibilities of the
faculty member" add "as outlined in the Departmental Faculty
Evaluation Plan"

o

3. Under III GENERAL STATEMENTS REGARDING PROMOTION
(bottom of page 3), begin the first sentence with "For faculty appointed at
the Associate Professor rank with tenure"
4. To minimize confusion and the need for multiple documents, the
"format for the presentation of promotion materials" (PROMOTION PORTFOLIO,
page 4) should be outlined in PAc-2. Since the "promotion material" consists of
the "Curriculum Vitae" (p. 4) and "Supporting Documents" (p. 6), the "format"
should consist of that presented on pages 4-6 for the Curriculum Vitae and on
pages 6-7 for Supporting Documents. To require a format different than
outlined in PAc-2, will only lead to confusion on the part of faculty and could
lead to unnecessary challenges and appeals.
5. Page 4, under "Personal Data", eliminate "Present rank" (all
applicants must be Assoc.)
6. Page 6, under "Service", eliminate item "h" as it is redundant to "c".

o
\

7. Page 8, number 7: Selection of outside members by "invitation" has
too much potential for charges of collusion or "stacking the deck." Change to
"the Department's tenured faculty will provide the Dean a list consisting of twice
the number of full-time tenured professors from the same college needed to
form a committee of at least five members and. from which the Dean will select
the outside members of the committee."

FACULTY SENATE AGENDA

o

o

o

1.
II.
TIl.
IV.
V.

--AUGUST 20, 1998

CALL TO ORDER
CONSIDERATION OF MINUTES - JULY 16, 1998
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
PG:22--EMPLOYMENT OF RELATIVES - 2ND READING
ADJOURNMENT

Faculty Senate Attendance Sheet
Date:
-,')..t) - 1t

'5

NAME

NAME

SIGNATURE

~

APPLEGATE, DON

LENNEX, LESIA

It
V'
V/

BAKER, STACY
BIEL, MICHAEL
BRESCHEL, ED

MACKAY, CHARLES
MCCLAIN, TODD (Cpt)

V/

BUCK, ROLAND

V /

MALINAUSKAS, BRENDA

BURTON, MATTIE

V

MORRISON, RON
NUTTER, CAROL

0

'rr ,
V/

CREAHAN, THOMAS

t/ /

PLUM, DEBORAH

v./
/1/

CYRUS, VIVIAN
DAVISON, SCOTT

REEDER, BRIAN

/'

REID, STEVE
RISK, ALLEN

V'

EGAN, RITA
ERD0;-8etrrr (lVIaj)

ROGERS, BRENT
ROLLAND , SUSANNE

/

EVERETT, DONNA

V/

GRISE' , WILLIAM

V/ . . -

GRUENINGER, BOB

v/

TESCH, DEBORAH

HALL, EDlE

t!I' /

TOWELL, GORDO N

I

I.

HALLER, LYNN
JAISINGH, LLOYD
KARWATKA , DENNIS
KNOLL, JAMES

8118/98

V / • v/ JI-A/-'"

.,

.L'~ ., ,:t-

1//
V
-

It
V

.

'A .1Il

v

--=-

/I

COOPER, MARCIA

II
I:~ A_~

V-

LORENTZ,~

BRUENING, CHRISTI

COGSWELL,CAROLYN

§J.GNA)iURE

TUERK, CRAIG

V /

V /
V
./}{/./e, J/oAnl' ,

V

----

V

V

........-

~

1lV/
V
V ..-

VOLLMERS, STACY

V /

WILSON, BETTY

V /

YESS, CAPP

V

r~t~~

??J

NO ......l.1..-

I.

ADMlNISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

MOTION: PG-22: Employment of Relatives

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 8120198

, I"" "

\ l •

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

Date

II.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

]; {() '" ( vN'

President
A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval through
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attacbed stipulations.*

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

ill.

r:i:J;jJ)j£
Signature of President

Wi
Date

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Cbair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
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o

AMEND
UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL POLICY PG-22
EMPLOYMENT OF RELATIVES
Background
Personnel Policy PG -22 currently addresses the circumstance under which relatives may
or may not be employed by the University. The policy was originally approved by the Board of
Regents in 1985 and revised in 1987. Any amendment to University Personnel Policy PG - 22
would incorporate the provision related to KRS 164.3 60(2) to limit the employment of persons
who have a relative on the board of regents at a state university.
PG - 22's definition of relative will be consistent withKRS Chapter 164, to mean a
person's father, mother, brother, sister, husband, wife, son, daughter, aunt, uncle, son-in-law, or
daughter-in-law.

o

o

The basic premise of the policy has not changed; i.e., personnel will be selected, placed,
promoted, etc., without regard to family status. The amended policy will allow the employment
of a relative to a position in which hislher relative serves in a direct or up-line supervisory
capacity; however, the policy will require matters related to salary, promotion, tenure,
evaluations, etc., to be assigned the responsibility of another supervisor.

o

Policy: PG-22
SubJect:
Employment of Relatives
Approval Date: 07/01/85
Revision Date: 03/26/87

PURPOSE:

To outline the circumstances under which relatives
mayor may not: be employed by the University.

DEFINITION OF A
RELATIVE:

q'ftis !101iey :':-.eltlaes ;eelasives ey Eleea SF fftarria§fe
ifteil:leiifl:§f J§lareBt:9 aftel efiileireR, fftissa:a8:S aBel Ki.es,
SFe'l::aex9 aHa sist:eFS, BJ!'8Efte:FS
aRel siseers iii 1;3:\1,

o
POLICY:

o

Selection, placement, promotion, and all other
matters
support
asS'iitS;iiaiitisW
'st'atus""""'ot~" the individual.
Supervisors
and
administrators will consider each person o~personal
merits, qualifications, and skills. Therefore, both
husbands and wives or aflY other kinship can exist at
this institution and within the same department.
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SEPTEMBE~~~TEAGENDA

FACULTY

4:10PM - RIGGLE
' 998
ROOM

4.

5.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G@VERNANCE

1.

C~MMITTEE

7.

NEW BUSINESS

8.

ADJ@URNMENT

NOMINEE

U

5; I

Faculty Senate
heet
Date:_C.
-f-/-.t;;::.<;;t-:;L61--

NAME

~

APPLEGATE, DON

KARWATKA, DENNIS

BAKER, STACY

KLEIN, TOM

BIEL, MICHAEL

KNOLL, JAMES

BRESCHEL, ED

LENNEX, LESIA

BRUENING, CHRISTI

MACKAY, CHARLES

BUCK,ROLAND

MCCLAIN, TODD (Cpt)
-MALINAUSKAS, BRENDA

BURTON, MATTIE

COGSWELL,CAROLYN
COOPER, MARCIA

SIGNATURE

NAME

SIGNATURE

MORRISON, RON

, _ n
: \~ I!Al

NUTTER, CAROL

/ ~ •O/'

CREAHAN, THOMAS

PLUM, DEBORAH/Thomas
REEDER,BRIAN
REID, STEVE

DAVISON, SCOTT

;v~4-Q \...J',:

-

RISK, ALLEN

EACKER, SUE
EGAN,RITA

~~ ~~

ROLLAND,SUSANNE

.~ G. Io./J

TOWELL, GORDON

ERDO, SCOTT (Maj)
EVERETT, DONNA
GRISE', Wll.LIAM
GRITTON, JOY
GRUENINGER, BOB
HALL, EDIE
HALLER, LYNN

,IJ,

JY 1 I .- r- ~
~ . . . -C)l-4JL
( A 1"Y<1 . r J/ ~

TUERK, CRAIG

/

-- -

/ >

VOLLMERS, STACY
Wll.SON, BETTY

JAISINGH, LLOYD
9/3/98

u

v

•

.,,
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO.J.L

I.

MOTION: Committee Nominations

Attachments: 1

&
_
~
~4«A 1::i.a@

Date Passed By the Senate

9'!(-11

Date

ll.

Signature of FacuJtYSenat

hair

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

President

A. ~ concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative

V

-personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires furtber approval through
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with tbe attacbed stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

m.

~f5
Date

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon tbe Senate's acceptance of
the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WlTlI SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:

UPOI021

University Standing Committee Nominations
~,demic Standards and Appeals Committee

~ Cheek

Martha Sale

BUS

00

BUS

99

Professional Development Committee
Carolyn Cogswell

S&T

00

Desiree Budd

EBS

00

Faculty Promotion Committee
Bill Weikel

EBS

01

Honors Program Committee
Ron Cheek

BUS

00

Capp Yess

S&T

00

Tenure
Ishappa Hullur

BUS

01

Student Disciplinary Committe~

<::;ergraduate Curriculum Committee-Academic Programs
Masegana Yasin

BUS

99

BUS

99

EBS

00

Service
Martha Sale
Teacher Education
Rita Egan

Election vote
Graduate Committee
Donna Everett
Write In

BUS

99.

Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee
Robert Greuninger
Buford Crager

EBS

00

Cathy Thomas
Lefleur

HUM

00

oy
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II.

V.

CilMMITTEE REPltR:TS
A.
ACADEMIC P®LICIES

~
B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

I
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. ----

EVALUATl@N~ (VO ~~~~ . _ _ _.
FISCAL';;;A1RS - NO f!..~'c
~

~@v~ilMJ~~~
PU FESSI@NAL P®LICIES
(j ~
A.
RES(0LUTl~N C@NCE.RNING FIXElll·TERM FACULTY & PAY FLEXIBILITY

AI9J~URNMENT ~' .1.. 3

VI.

.K~ ~

vtJ 6 ~- ~ ~01'-- .' 'IOYY'- C;:Ci-

c...W

1/,c9f.a;r

SIGNATURE

NAME

SIGNATURE

NAME

APPLEGATE, DON

KARWATKA, DENNIS

BAKER, STACY

KLEIN, TOM

BIEL, MICHAEL

KNOLL, JAMES

BRESCHEL, ED

LENNEX, LESIA

f\

~

(/17 /
v

BRUENING, CHRISTI

MACKAY, CHARLES

BUCK,ROLAND

MCCLAIN, TODD (Cpt)

BURTON, MATTIE

MALINAUSKAS, BRENDA

./

//
(

MORRISON, RON
COGSWELL,CAROLYN
COOPER, MARCIA

U

CREAHAN, THOMAS

C'rAct.e-c lLw
DAViSbN, SCOTT

'\

Wf'~ VI ~.~

1-; ~ ('--'"
,

"1S ~

So

Ad#.

/:!-

p

r>
,.l \. .nLo. ~

CIt '::u-.- ~

-PLUM, DEBORAH/Thomas
REEDER, BRIAN
REID, STEVE
RISK, ALLEN

EACKER,SUE
EGAN, RITA

~ ~11i iA

ROLLAND, SUSANNE

~ ••,..< jJ~

ERDO, SCOTT (Maj)
EVERETT, DONNA
GRISE', WILLIAM
GRITTON, JOY
GRUENINGER, BOB
HALL,EDIE

f/\l.
Iv . F...)/'
Q~ .
11(. tr\

V

/ /

~ ~

U
.

/l

TESCH, DEBORAH
TOWELL, GORDON

/"

I

(J

.i~

TUERK, CRAIG
, ,

VOLLMERS, STACY

HALLER, LYNN
JAISINGH, LLOYD

I
9/3/98
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v
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C@MMITTEE REPORTS
ACADEMIC P6ilLICIES

A.

F.

PROFESSI®NAL P®LICIES
A.
RES@
LUTICilN C@NCERNING FIXED-TERM FACULTY & PAY FLEXIBILITY 2nd
reading

/'2

U 74:55
VI.

ADJ@URNMENT
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Faculty Senate At,ndance Sheet
Date: /tJrI !
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NAME
APPLEGATE, DON

SI9NATURE <:::::::-,.

r--.

.\ li .n

-4

SIGNATURE

NAME

~WATKA, DENNIS...
KLEIN, TOM

BAKER, STACY
BIEL, MICHAEL
BRESCHEL, ED

LENNEX, LESIA

BRUENING, CHRISTI

MACKAY, CHARLES

BUCK,ROLAND

/:-' j illJ

~

MALINAUSKAS, BRENDA -- ~ I

BURTON, MATTIE

I

)Z - L

,

J,
./1"-->'

r6 ~

1Vl

\\ .-/

MORRISON, RON

COGSWELL,CAROLYN
COOPER, MARCIA
CREAHAN, THOMAS

I'\/~ ~ ,,01( (%.'iVlnh

7

<Nv-

t:4 ~ P

PLUM, DEBORAH/Thomas
REEDER, BRIAN Jr

fl

DAVISON, SCOTT
EACKER, SWS'l.(~ 4V

ROGERS, BRENT

EGAN, RITA

ROLLAND, SUSANNE

ERDO, SCOTT (Maj)

h

:

EVERETT, DONNA
GRISE', WILLIAM
GRITTON, JOY

TOWELL, GORDON

u

GRUENINGER,BOB

TUERK, CRAIG

HALL, EDIE

VOLLMERS, STACY

HALLER, LYNN

WILSON, BETTY

JAISINGH, LLOYD
9/3/98
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YESS, CAPP
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSUFACULTY SENATE
19911-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO.ll-

I.

MOTION: Resolution Concerning Fixed-Term Faculty and Pay Flexibility

Attacbments: 1

Date Passed By tbe Senate 1011/98

VP COMMENTS:

President

0

A.

" ' - I concne witb tbe motion of the Senate and hereby direct tbe Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concne witb tbe motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires fnrtber approval through
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concne witb tbe motion of tbe Senate, witb tbe attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not conCne witb the

m.

tion of tbe Senate, for the reasons attached.

-.
Date

*A motion accepted witb stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptaoce of
tbe stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signatnre of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************

o

PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPOI021

o

Faculty Senate: Professional Policies Committee

Resolution Concerning Fixed-Tenn Faculty
and Pay Flexibility

WHEREAS fIxed-term faculty typically derive all or nearly all of their annual income from
their fIxed-term teaching contracts at the University, and
WHEREAS the salaries for fIxed-term faculty are relatively low, and
WHEREAS fixed-term faculty at comparable institutions (e.g., Kentucky State University,
Murray State University, etc.) are offered the option of receiving their pay checks either (1)
over the nine months of the academic year for which they are contracted to teach or (2)
over the entire calendar year (commencing with the fIrst pay check of the academic year
for which they are contracted to teach),
.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the University should offer fIxed-term faculty
the option of receiving their pay checks either (1) over the nine months of the academic
year for which they are contracted to teach or (2) over the entire calendar year
(commencing with the fIrst pay check of the academic year for which they are contracted to
teach).

o

o

FAGil9LTY SENATE AGENElA

1.
II.

r

Faculty Senate Attendance Sheet
Date: /o{ 16/
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SIGN~TURE

n

NAME

It/vrr. ~

APPLEGATE, DON

J_

'c-

K/£A~tZ.

BAKER, STACY

SIGNATURE

NAME

_

KARWATKA, DENNIS
KLEIN, TOM

BIEL, MICHAEL

KNOLL, JAMES

BOGART, JAMES

LENNEX, LESIA

BRESCHEL, NED

MACKAY, CHARLES

BRUENING, CHRISTI

MCCLAIN, TODD (Cpt)

(

MALINAUSKAS, BRENDA

BUCK,ROLAND
'- f

BURTON, MATTIE
COGSWELL, CAROLYN

1

1/1'( '.!J!1./V\ {j(;-do.AArl'.11

MITCHELSON, RON
MORRISON, RON
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Faculty Senate Agenda - November 5, 1998

o

1.

Call to order

11. Vice-President's Report

ill. Chair's Report
COSFL meeting

IV. Committee Reports
A. Governance
1. IRB - 1st reading
2. Committee nominations

B. Evaluation

o

IDEA - streading

C. Professional Policies
Technology Policies

D. Fiscal Affairs
Benefits

V. Adjournment

o
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENA'IE
1993-99 ACADEMlC YEAR

NO.~

I.

MOTION: Committee Assignments

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 1115198

ttlt l/qro
Signature or Faculty Senate Chair

Date

ll.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

President

A.

i:-

I concur with the motion of the Senate and herehy direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion or the Senate. This motion, however, reqnires further approval through
University channel<;. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulatioDS. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasoDS attached.

ill.

*A motion accepted with stipulatioDS is cODSidered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipulatioDS.

Date or Senate's Acceptance
or StipulatioDS

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITII SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENA'IE:

UPOI021
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COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS
JAMES BOGERT WON GRADUATE COMMITTEE ELECTION FOR COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS
CONGRATULATIONS!
HONORS COMMITTEE
JACK HENSON

BUS

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC COMt.uTTEE
LARRY COWART

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
CLARA KEYES

o

o

BUS

o
Faculty Senate Agenda - November 19, 1998

1.

Call to order
Approval of minutes
IT. Chair's Report

ill. Regent's Report
BORmeeting
IV. Vice-President's Report
V. Committee Reports
A. Governance
1. lRB -2nd reading
2. Professional Development Committee--1st reading
B. Evaluation
IDEA -1st reading
C. Professional Policies
Technology Policies - 1st reading
D. Fiscal Affairs
Bell Tower Sprawl- 2nd re~ding
E. Academic Policies
Cheating - 2nd reading
VI. Adjournment

o
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSUFACULTY SENATE
]99&-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

o
I.

MOTION: Committee Assignments

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 11 /S/98

tt!i/(qf6
Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

Date

ll.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

President

o

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval through
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations.*

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attacbed.

ID.

SIGNATURES:

Signature of President

Date

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************

o

PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPOI021

I

o

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSUFACULTY SENATE
1998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO.li.L..

I.

MOTION: IRB Committee Changes

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 11119198

Signature of Facnlty Senate Chair

II.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS: ;J.

~ ",,:1'h1\..-.t ~.s1 ~ 1

President

0

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval throngh
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations.*

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attacbed.

ill.

{2/{qy
Date

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty. Senate Chair'

*********************************************************************************************
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PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITIl SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
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o

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD FOR PROTECTION
OF HUMAN SUBJECTS IN RESEARCH

Termination Date:

Advisory Committee mandated by the National Research Act, last revision April
1994.

Purpose:

The IRB, while recognizing the concepts of academic freedom and free inquiry, is
charged with the responsibility of making a determination whether human subjects in
research will be placed at risk.

Membership:

Duties and
Responsibilities:

Officers:

1.

To review University- research involving human subjects in order to
safeguard the rights and welfare of people who may be subject to risk as a
resnlt of research activities.

2.

To approve or require modifications in (to secure approval) or disapprove an
research activities covered by the National Research Act (PL 93-348) and
Protection of Human Subjects Regulation 45 CRF 46.

3.

To update the 1RB Handbook as appropriate.

Chair - appointed by the President; a Vice-Chair and a Secretary to be selected by
the committee from the membership.

Frequency of
Meetings:

As required.

Reporting Channels:

Advisory to the Executive Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty.

Minutes and
Proposals Coped To:

o

Membership shall consist of at least five members with varying backgrounds to
promote complete and adequate review of research activities commonly conducted by
the institution, and one representative from the Office of Research, Grants and
Contracts. "The IRB shan not consist entirely of men or entirely of women, or
entirely of members of one profession," or two persons from the same department.
The membership shall have "at least one member whose primary concerns are in
nonscientific areas, e.g., lawyers, ethicists, members of the clergy , ... and at least one
member who is not otherwise affiliated with the institution and who is not a part of
the immediate family of a person who is affiliated with the institution." (Protection of
Human Subjects, 45 CFR 46, 1983, p.7) All members of this committee, including
the chairperson, shall be appointed by the President. Term of service shall be three
years with staggered terms so that a majority of the members are retained each year.
ft>.fcntbers .inA) serve III lllOIC than two terms in sequence.

Support Services:

The Library, Faculty Senate, Student Government Association, and Staff Congress.
(Published minutes should meet federal guidelines on COnfidentiality.)
Office of Research, Grants and Contracts.

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENAlE
1998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO.-1oL

I.

MOTION: BeD TowerlPJaza Project Resolution

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 11 /19/98
.~o ~",; 'J'"
Date

n.

~

C. (",,0 ...

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

ACTION:

President

A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval through
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

01..

D.

m.

I concur with the motion ofthe Senate, with the attached stipulations.*
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Date
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*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance

or Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENAlE:

UPO 1021
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FISCAL AFFAIRS CO~TEE
Proposed Resolution
November 1998

WHEREAS the Plaza Project - Phase n has required a significant contribution from University
funds, and '

i

.. "

"

'.,=~ .WREREAS..Uiiiver$ify'..fuhdingfot eJ<ilhlditJ:tre!!.tPat .~~.Ql1lgi<lltQilie. UmYer~ity's mission, such
a,'l fa!:ylty~sruMie.i!,syppUes, liml travel ,expellse reimbw-sement, continue to be seriously

inadequate,
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,!,

.BE IT RESOLVED that no UI]iv~rsity funds be spent on Phase ill ofthe Plaza Project, with the
. exception of the handicapped~access ramp to the Li9rary, until the more pressing needs of the
University are met.
/
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
1998-99 ACADEl\fiC YEAR

NO •..BoL

I.

MOTION: AcademicHonestyPolicy

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 11119198
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Signature of Faculty Senate Chair
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ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

1: ~

President

0

A.

rJ-

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
persoDDel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires further approval throngh
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

ill.

*A motion accepted with stipulations Is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipulations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATI'ACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:

UPOI021

o

o

Academic Honesty Policy
AppendixF
Honor code and guidelines for dealing with acts of academic dishonesty

All students at Morehead State University are expected to abide by a code of honor that
requires academic honesty. Academic honesty includes doing one's own work, giving credit
for the work of others, and using resources appropriately.
If a faculty member suspects that a student is guilty of a breach of the code and
chooses to pursue disciplinary action through University channels, the faculty should:

o

1. Hold a conference with the student to attempt to address the problem.
2. If the student is determined to be guilty of the charge, the facuIty member should
issue the sanction. The sanction may include failure of a particular assignment or exam, .
failure of a particular class, or any other appropriate disciplinary action.
3. If a sanction is imposed on the student, then the facuIty member is expected to:
Report in writing to the department chair the details of the incident, the results of the
studenUfaculty member conference, and the sanction issued. A copy of this report should
be forwarded to the appropriate college dean and to the dean of students. (The dean of
students is responsible for maintaining and safeguarding all university discipline records
and for ensuring their confidentiality. A central record of all acts of academic dishonesty
and plagiarism ensures that a student will be held accountable for subsequent violations).
4. If the dean of students has on me for particular student(s) previous violations of the
code, this information is to be sent to the faculty member and department chair.
5. If the faculty member and department chair determine that the severity of the academic
dishonesty of the fact or nature of previous violations by the same student(s)
warrants further disciplinary action, a request for further action should be made in
writing to the dean of students. The dean of students will review the submitted material
and hold an investigative hearing with the student(s) involved. At this time, the dean of
students will determine if further disciplinary action is warranted.
6. The dean of students· will report in writing any additional disciplinary actions taken to the
college dean, the department chair, the EVPAA, the faculty member laying the charges,
and student(s) being charged.
7. Nothing in this policy shall prevent or prohibit the student(s) charged from makiug
an appeal of the disciplinary action administered.

Passed: 11/19198

o

Faculty Senate Agenda - December 3, 1998

o

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

Call to order
Approval of minutes
Chair's Report
No Faculty Senate Meeting Dec. 17
Regent's Report
Vice-President's Report
Beth Patrick, Y2K
Committee Reports
A. Governance
1. Professional Development Committee--2nd reading
2. Committee Assigmnents
B. Evaluation
IDEA -2nd reading
C. Professional Policies
Technology Policies -2nd reading
Adjournment

Faculty Senate Agenda - December 3, 1998
I.
II.
III.
IV.

o

V.

VI.

Call to order
Approval of minutes
Chair's Report
No Faculty Senate MeetingDec. 17
Regent's Report
Vice-President's Report
Beth Patrick, Y2K
Committee Reports
A. Governance
.
I. Professional Development Committee--2nd reading
2. Committee Assigmnents
B. Evaluatiou
IDEA -2nd reading
C. Professional Policies
Technology Policies -2nd reading
Adjournment

Faculty Senate Agenda - December 3, 1998
I.
ll.
III.
IV.
V.

o

VI.

Can to order
Approval of minutes
Chair's Report
No Faculty Senate Meeting Dec. 17
Regent's Report
Vice-President's Report
Beth Patrick, Y2K
Committee Reports
A. Governance
1. Professional Development Committee--2nd reading
2. Committee Assigmnents
B. Evaluation
IDEA -2nd reading
C. Professional Policies
Technology Policies -2nd reading
Adjournment
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSU FACULTY SENATE
! 998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO ..J!..L

I.

MOTION: IDEA

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 1213198
W1)a. 9%:

Date
II.

c.~
Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

-g'

ACTION:

President

A.

6

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, bowever, requires furtber approval through
University cbannels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with tbe motion of tbe Senate, with tbe attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

m.

!6z-,J.j-"1f
Date
*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipUlations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Cbair

*********************************************************************************************
PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITII SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UPO 1021

Whereas: the IDEA evaluation form is designed as a tool for instructors to improve their own
teaching rather than a tool for institutional;evaluation of instructional. quality> and
. . '.,
Whereas: Executiye Vice President f6r Academic AffairsMOO~tias expressed simiJai view~
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSUFACULTY SENATE
1995-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

NO. 10.7

I.

MOTION: PG-55: Technology Security

Attachments: 1

Date Passed By the Senate 1213198

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

II.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

President

o

A.

fT'.. I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or admioistrative
V personnel concerned to implement this motion.

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, reqnires further approval through
University channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Senate, with the attached stipulations."

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

m.

1..r;20F
Date

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved Cor implementation upon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipUlations.

Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************************************************************
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PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:
UP01021
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o

Policy: PG-55
Subject
Technology Security
Approval Date:
Revision Date:

o

PURPOSE:

To establish the general standards of conduct expected of Morehead
State University administrators, faculty, staff, students, members of
the Board of Regents, volunteers, and sponsored guests using
University Technology resources.

POLICY:

Morehead State University supports adherence to security policies,
standards and procedures to protect its technology resources from
unauthorized, prohibited, accidental, intentional, or malicious
modification, destruction, or disclosure. The protection of these
technology resources relating to the conduct of business is a basic
management responsibility.

DEFINITIONS:

Technology User - Morehead State University employees, students,
directors, officers, volunteers and holders of sponsored guest
accounts, including all persons providing contractor services to
Morehead State University, who use, process or store computerized
data relevant to University business and to technology resources
made available to individuals to assist in the pursuit of educational
goals.
Technology Resources - include, but are not limited to, University
data files, software, computers, networks, email, telephone systems,
voice mail systems and cable television systems.
Authorized Access - permission granted to a technology user .by a
data custodian andlor appropriate supervisor to access technology
resources for instructional, educational, research or employmentrelated responsibilities. Authorized access may be granted though,
but not limited to, the issuance of passwords or keys to a technology
resource.

o

University Need - includes, but is not limited to University
administration's determination that probably cause exists that
computer security laws, University policies, standard or regulations
have been or are being violated. Need may also include the retrieval

2

of official University correspondence or infonnation received
electronically by an employee during an extended absence from duty.
Data Custodian - MSU employee assigned management
responsibility for oversight of official University data that could
include but is not limited to student records, financial records,
personnel records, alumni records, inventory or facility infonnation.
For example, the Registrar is the Data Custodian for official student
records maintained on the University's student information system.
Prohibited Conduct ••The following conduct is prohibited (this list
is not intended to be all inclusive):

1. Copying University-owned or licensed software or
University-owned data to another computer system for personal
or external use without prior written approval by the University
and/or licensee.

o

2. Attemptingto copy or modify University-owned or licensed
software or official University-owned data fues without prior
written approval by the data custodian or other individual or
office responsible for its maintenance.
3. Attempting to damage or disrupt operation of computing
equipment, data communications equipment, or data
communications lines. Unauthorized capture of network traffic
from the local area network or backbone.
4. Using University technology resources-for purposes other
than those intended by granting access to these technology
resources to unauthorized persons, even if those persons are
members of the University community.
5. Using University technology resources in external consulting
unless authorized in accordance with University policy and
procedures. Technology users may not use University technology
resources to advertise for any commercial purposes.

6. Using University technology resources in external selfemployment activities unless authorized in accordance with
University policy and procedures.

o
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7. Failing to protect an account from unauthorized access by
sharing of a user id and associated password or deliberately
leaving a logged in account unattended.
8. Installing illegal software, as defined by the official software
license agreement, on MSU computer equipment.
9. Using MSU technology resources to gain unauthorized access to
other technology resources or in the commission of any illegal
activity (criminal or intellectual property violations); or violation
of any regulations specified in the Personnel Policies or the
Student Handbook.
10. Sending e-mail with false return addresses or account id.
11. Harassing any user by sending unwanted messages.
12. Operating an unauthorized server.
13. Failing to protect an account from unauthorized access.
14. Sending chain mail or unauthorized or unsolicited mass mailings.

o

15. Attempting access or accessing unauthorized technology
resources.

SCOPE:

This policy applies to all Morehead State University technology users.
It is expected that technology users will cooperate with each other so
as to promote the most effective use of techhology resources and will
respect each other's ownership of work even though it is in electronic
rather than printed form.
Individuals and organizations will be held no less accountable for
their actions involving technology resources than they'wouH be in
the protection of other University property and situations.

ADMINISTRATION OF The Office of Information Technology is responsible for the
POLICY:
maintenance of this policy.
STANDARDS:

o

All technology users shall adhere to the following standards:
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o

1. Every effort shall be made to restrict technology resources to
those people with authorized access. Administrative data base
managers and data custodians have primary responsibility for
insuring that access to data in the modules under their control
and responsibility is restricted to those people with authorized
access.
2. The flow of information!data shall be protected from
unauthorized access or prolubited conduct which could have
serious adverse, economic, legal or personal consequence.
3. University computer-based information and equipment shall be
reserved for the official educational and administrative/ business
goals of Morehead State University.
4. Requests for official University information in electronic format
from non-University personnel shall be routed through the
appropriate supervisory chain of command to assure
conformance to privacy, security stanclatds, and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky Open Records Act and!or the
Freedom of Information Act. This excludes requests for
electronic information from library holdings available through the
University library system(s).

o

5. Technology resource access is based on judicious and responsible
use. Technology resources are valuable, and their abuse can have
a serious impact on everyone who uses those resources.
MONITORING /
MANAGEMENT:

To properly maintain and manage the University computer programs,
databases, files, and E-mail records, the University may exercise its
right to inspect, record, transfer, and/or remove all information
contained therein that is in conflict with University policies,
standards, or regulations and take other appropriate action if
inadequate, unauthorized or improper usage is .determined. However,
such inspection, recording or removing could also be done on the
basis of University need.
Any access of a technology user's e-mail or other electronic records
by an Information Technology or Internal Audit staff member shall
only be done at the request of, or with prior writren approval by, the
technology user, a Vice President, University General Counselor the
President.

o
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The University has the right to extend, limit, restrict, or deny access
to its technology resources.
Morehead State University is the owner of the e-mail systems and all
mail that resides on those systems.

o

o

NOTIFICATION:

To the extent practical, University employees, officers, directors,
students, and volunteers, and sponsored guests will be made aware
that their electronic communications may be inspected within the
guidelines of this policy.

VIOLATIONS:

Suspected violations of computer security laws, University policies,
standards or regulations shall be reported at once to the Assistant
Vice President for Info=ation Technology and the Director of
Internal Audits.
Those found to have violated the technology security policy or
other policies regarding technology usage may have their electronic
access suspended and/or be suspended from employment with or
without payor be dismissed from employment, enrollment or
association with the University in accordance with University policies.
The University reserves the right to impose charges for the expenses
incurred in such actions.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
ON MOTIONS OF THE MSUFACULTY SENATE
1998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR

MOTION: Committee Nomination - Debbie Grubb; Academic Programs Undergraduate Curriculnm
Committee
Attachments:

....

Date Passed By the Senate 1213198
c.~

Signature of Faculty Seuate Chair

n.

ACTION:
VP COMMENTS:

President
A.

I concur with the motion of the Senate and hereby direct the Faculty Senate or administrative
personnel concerned to 'implement this motion.
'

B.

I concur with the motion of the Senate. This motion, however, requires furtber approval through
University'channels. I will seek this approval.

C.

I concur with the motion of the Seuate, with the attached stipulations. *

D.

I do not concur with the motion of the Senate, for the reasons attached.

m.

.,.'

SIGNATURES:
Signature of President

Date

*A motion accepted with stipulations is considered approved for implementation npon the Senate's acceptance of
the stipulations.
Date of Senate's Acceptance
of Stipulations

Signature of Faculty Senate Chair

*********************************************~***********************************************

PLEASE RETURN ORIGINAL WITH SIGNATURE AND ATTACHMENTS TO THE FACULTY SENATE:

UFO 1021

o

FACULTY SENATE

UFCBOX 1021
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2226
FAX: 606-783-2678

December 7, 1998

Betty Wilson
CCL
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Ms. Wilson:

o

According to the Faculty Senate Constitution (Article Two, Section 5) "senators missing three
consecutive, or a total of five regular Faculty Senate meetings during the academic year shall
automatically be dropped from Faculty Senate membership.'~ Our records indicate that you were
absent on September 3, October 1, November 19, and December 3, 1998, which means that
you will need to be in attendance at all future Faculty Senate meetings in order to maintain your
position as Senator from the Library.

Sincerely,
~

C.lk,.o

Dr. Brian C. Reeder, Chair
Faculty Senate
BCRljc
PC:

o

Dr. Michael Moore, Executive Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Mr. Larry Besant, Director, Library

